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Special Thanks to the creator of the game Zorlun! Check out his patreon site and consider 
supporting him:
 

Zorlun 
https://www.patreon.com/zorlun 

Walkthrough Format 

Will you help us? 

• "Y-Yes, I will help you." 

Dumdum+1, <kink/attribute>+1, [tag] 

Anthony-1, <kink/attribute>-1, [tag] 

sex scene 

[tag] 

[tag] 

Quoted dialogue of in-game text 

Selectable answer by the player 

Positive* changes and unlock tags are green 

Negative* changes and lock tags are red 

Sex scenes and other hot scenes are purple  

Tag is set to false  

Tag is - as of current version - never used 

* Exception: Increasing Sadness is marked red & reduction marked green (low sadness is positive)

Point gain/loss may not directly match the notification values, e.g. if you first gain Dumdum-1 and  
a bit later Dumdum+1, only the result is shown (in this case, not shown since no effective change). 

The most current version of this walkthrough can be found - free for everyone, not just patreons -  
at my patreon page https://patreon.com/hermesWTs      
If you have feedback & improvements, check my patreon or f95zone (user hermesh)
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Overview 

There are many paths to take, and even more variations and flavor for each path. Since the options are so  
vast, i marked two paths which combined cover a big portion of the sexy content. Still, even with those two  
there are some scenes left out as well as many smaller variations acknowledging previous choices.
  
֍ : Myriam is stays quite submissive and believes her husband Anthony when he is caught cheating.  
Anthony's son Marc is able to exploit her submissive side.  

֍ : Myriam starts off submissive, but throws her husband out after catching him cheat. Since Anthony is  
out, she can pursue a sapphic relationship in Chapter 2 with Lucy. Anthonys son Marc is far less abusive. 
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Chapter 0 - Prologue  

Car ride 

No decisions, but from story progression you get:  
Anthony-1, Katherine+1, Marc+1, Cassius+1, <Sadness>+1, <Happyness>+2 
peeing in the wild 

Redneck Motel 

How does she react to this situation? 
• "Have a better look."  

[ch0_motel_porn_mag_curious] (minor dialogue change) 
<Cum>+1, <Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1, <Risky>+1, <Willpower>-1 

• "Resist the pulsion." ֍ 
[ch0_motel_porn_mag_curious] (minor dialogue change) 
<Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1, <Risky>-1, <Willpower>+1  

• • "Ignore it." ֍  
[ch0_motel_porn_mag_curious] (minor dialogue change) 
<Risky>-2, <Willpower>+2 

Story progression (Anthony, Buck, Dumdum)  
Dumdum+1, <Dirtyness>+2, <Sadness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
assault by Buck 

Does Myriam trust her new friend? 
• "Yes, I really need to relax and clear my mind." ֍֍ 

[ch0_dumdum_shower] (unlocks masturbation fantasy in ch0 and ch2) 
[ch0_going_for_shower_redneck_motel] 
<Risky>+1, <Trust>+2, <Willpower>+1 

• "No, I am not thinking clearly, I need to go back to my room with Anthony." 
[ch0_dumdum_shower] 
[ch0_going_for_shower_redneck_motel] 
<Risky>-1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Trust>-1 
skips the shower scene 

Motel Shower Scene 

requirement: gained [ch0_going_for_shower_redneck_motel] in previous scene 

Story progression: <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1, Shower with Dumdum 
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How does she react to Dumdum's request?
• "Let him look at you shower." ֍֍ 

[ch0_dumdum_shower] (If you do this, you cannot deny Anthony in next scene) 
Dumdum+4, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1, <Risky>+1 
Dumdum masturbates in shower with Myriam 
How does she react to Dumdum masturbating? 
◦ "Keep looking at it." ֍֍ 
◦ <Big Dick>+2, <Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1 

What does she do? 
▪ "Lock eyes with him." ֍ 

Dumdum+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Cum>+2, <Curiosity>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Loyalty>-1, <Lust>+2
▪ "Look away."֍ 

<Loyalty>+1, <Lust>+1, <Willpower>+1, <Cum>+1 
◦ "Look away." 

<Loyalty>+1, <Lust>+1, <Willpower>+1, <Cum>+1 
• "Refuse gently." 

[ch0_dumdum_shower] (Unlocks options to deny Anthony in next scene) 
• <Loyalty>+2, <Risky>-1 

Motel Bedroom 

If Myriam has showered with Dumdum, she will feel too guilty put up effective resistance against Anthony. 

Motel Sex: Blowjob 

What is Myriam going to do about Anthony's needs? 
• "Give in and take care of his needs." 

[ch0_redneck_motel_sex], [ch0_redneck_motel_forced_blowjob] 
<Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+2, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+1, <Cum>+1
Consensual blowjob for Anthony 
Does Myriam comply and keep taking care of Anthony's needs. 
◦ "Do as he say." 

<Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+2 
jump to next scene: Anal (consensual) 

◦ "Tell him he had enough." 
<Willpower>+1 
jump to next scene: Anal (forced) 

• "Give in and quickly jerk him off." ֍֍ 
<Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Willpower>+1 
handjob 
Does she give in and suck him off? 
◦ "Give in." 

<Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+2 
consensual blowjob 
Does Myriam comply and keep taking care of Anthony's needs. 
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▪ "Do as he say." 
<Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+2 
jump to next scene: Anal (consensual) 

▪ "Tell him he had enough" 
<Willpower>+1 
jump to next scene: Anal (forced) 

◦ "Call him off." ֍֍ 
<Dominance>+1, <Submissiveness>-1, <Willpower>+1 
Does Myriam let him force her to suck his cock? 
▪ "Let him do as he please." ֍֍ 

[ch0_redneck_motel_sex], [ch0_redneck_motel_forced_blowjob] 
<Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+2, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+2, <Pain>+1,  
<Cum+1> 
forced blowjob 
jump to next scene: Anal (forced) 

▪ "Resist! No means no!" requirement: [ch0_dumdum_shower] 
[ch0_redneck_motel_sex], [ch0_redneck_motel_forced_blowjob] 
<Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+2 
jump to A New Home (skipping Anal & Relief)  

• "You said no!" requirement: [ch0_dumdum_shower] 
<Willpower>+2 
jump to A New Home (skipping Anal & Relief)  

Motel Sex: Anal

 
requires [ch0_redneck_motel_sex], skipped if Myriam resisted Anthony in Motel: Blowjob scene 

• if anal is consensual: [ch0_redneck_motel_forced_anal] 
<Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Cum>+1 
consensual anal sex with Anthony 
Does Myriam stay submissive? 
◦ "Acquiesce." 

[ch0_motel_humiliation_defiant], [ch0_motel_humiliation_submissive] 
<Dirtyness>+1,<Lust>+1,<Submissiveness>+2 

◦ "Stay Silent."  
[ch0_motel_humiliation_defiant], [ch0_motel_humiliation_submissive] 
<Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1 

• if anal is forced: [ch0_redneck_motel_forced_anal] 
<Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Pain>+1 
forced anal sex with Anthony 
◦ "Acquiesce."  ֍֍

[ch0_motel_humiliation_defiant], [ch0_motel_humiliation_submissive] 
<Dirtyness>+1,<Lust>+1,<Submissiveness>+2 

◦ "Stay Silent." 
[ch0_motel_humiliation_defiant], [ch0_motel_humiliation_submissive] 
<Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1
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Motel: Relief

requires [ch0_redneck_motel_sex], skipped if Myriam resisted Anthony in Motel: Blowjob scene 

Does Myriam satisfy herself? 
• "Fuck it, no reason I can't have some relief also" ֍֍ 

<Lust>+1, <Sadness>-1, <Willpower>-1 
Where does her mind take her? 
◦ "Getting my ass fucked." 

<Anal>+2, <Rough>+1 
◦ "Dumdum's humongous cock." requires [ch0_dumdum_shower] 

<Big Dick>+2, <Rough>+1 
◦ "Dumdum's thick cum." ֍֍ requires [ch0_dumdum_shower] 

<Cum>+2, <Dirtyness>+1 
◦ "Anthony's Humiliation." requires [ch0_motel_humiliation_submissive] 

<Dirtyness>+1, <Submissiveness>+2 
◦ "Giving head." 

<Oral>+2, <Deepthroat>+1 
◦ "Anthony's rough treatment."  

requires [ch0_redneck_motel_forced_anal] or [ch0_redneck_motel_forced_blowjob]
<Rough>+2, <Pain>+1 

◦ "Just plain vanilla sex with Anthony."  
<Vanilla>+3 

• "No, it would be giving him another victory." 
<Lust>-1, <Sadness>+1, <Willpower>+1 

New Home 

Story progression: Evelyn+1, <Happyness>+1 

Does Myriam react? 
• "No, it's just an accident." 

<Trust>+1
• "No, it's nothing."

<Lust>+1 ֍֍ 
• "Yes, Marc is just a kid, but Anthony shouldn't do that." 

Anthony-1, <Loyalty>-1, <Sadness>+1, <Trust>-1  
• "Yes, Anthony is a man, but Marc shouldn't do that." 

Evelyn+1 

Does she go back inside put a swimsuit on or does she go in naked also? 
• "I'm going back home put a swimsuit on." ֍ 

<Risky>-1 
Does she follow Anthony's lead? 
◦ "No, we are too exposed, I can't." ֍ 

[ch0_newhome_bedroom_peeping], [ch0_newhome_hot_tub_peeping] 
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Anthony-1, Marc+1, <Risky>-1, <Willpower>+1, <Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Cum>+1 
indoor anal sex 

◦ "Yes, it's embarassing but it feel exciting." 
[ch0_newhome_bedroom_peeping], [ch0_newhome_hot_tub_peeping] 
Anthony+1, William+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Trust>+1, <Oral>+1,<Risky>+1,<Cum>+1 
hot tub blowjob 

• "My birthday-suit will do just fine." ֍ 
[ch0_newhome_bedroom_peeping], [ch0_newhome_hot_tub_peeping] 
Anthony+2, William+1, <Exhibitionist>+2, <Lust>+1, <Anal>+1, <Risky>+1 
hot tub anal sex 

Chapter 1 

The Nightmare

Story progression: Anthony-1, <Big Dick>+1, <Pain>+1, <Rough>+1, <Sadness>+1 
Demonic Buck sex nightmare 

How does Myriam feel after her nightmare? 
• "Mortified." 

[ch1_nightmare_mortified] 
<Dirtyness>+1, <Sadness>+2 

• "Ashamed." 
[ch1_nightmare_ashamed] 
<Dirtyness>+1, <Lust>+1, <Sadness>+1 

• "Excited." 
[ch1_nightmare_excited] 
<Dirtyness>+1, <Lust>+2 ֍֍ 

Story progression: <Sadness>-1 

A New Day 

Does Myriam notice Marc peeping at her cleavage? 
• "Why is he so red? (Oblivious)" 

Marc+1, <Trust>+1 
• "Oh my god what is he looking at? (Ignore)" 

Marc+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
• "Is he looking at my breasts? (Amused)" ֍ 

Marc+2, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Curiosity>+1 
• "Oh my god! Is he peeping at my breasts? (Pissed)" ֍

Marc-1, <Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1 
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Does Myriam wake him up now? 
• "No, I must hurry." 

Anthony-1, <Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1 
• "Yes, I should wake him up now." ֍֍ 

Anthony+1, <Submissiveness>+2 
Does Myriam give in? 
◦ "Why not, it won't take long." ֍ 

Anthony+1, <Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Cum>+1
titjob for Anthony 

◦ "No, I don't have the time." ֍ 
Anthony-1, <Willpower>+1 

Story progression: William+4 

A New School 

Story progression: Cleavon+1
 
How does Myriam feel about this hug? 

• "It's just an innocent hug." 
[ch1_feeling_mrlittles_tool] 
Cleavon+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Trust>+1 

• "My god he's so muscular." ֍ 
[ch1_feeling_mrlittles_tool] 
Cleavon+2, <Big Dick>+1, <Loyalty>-1, <Lust>+1 

• "It feels a bit weird, I should stop." ֍ 
[ch1_feeling_mrlittles_tool] 
Cleavon+1, <Dominance>+1, <Loyalty>+1, <Willpower>+1 

Coffee With Eve 

Does Myriam tell the truth to Evelyn? 
• "I should tell her, it'll do me good to talk about it." ֍֍ 

[ch1_confessing_to_evelyn] 
Evelyn+1, <Sadness>-1, <Trust>+1 

• "No, I can't, it's too embarrassing." 
<Sadness>+1 

Shopping Fever 

How does Myriam feel about this black dress? 
• "She's right, it's embarrassing but this dress his gorgeous." ֍֍ 

Evelyn+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>+1 
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• "God! This is so embarrassing." 
<Exhibitionist>-1, <Risky>-1 

How does Myriam feel about this sparkly dress? 
• "She's right. She's outrageous, but definitely sexy." ֍֍ 

Evelyn+1, <Exhibitionist>+2, <Risky>+1 
• "God no! This is definitely too embarrassing." 
• <Exhibitionist>-1, <Risky>-1 

Does Myriam take her panties off? 
• "It's just for Eve, nobody else will see." ֍֍ 

[ch1_shopping_fever_panties_off] (changed reactions and renders) 
Evelyn+1, <Exhibitionist>+2, <Risky>+2 

• "Nope, I can't." 
[ch1_shopping_fever_panties_off] (changed reactions and renders) 
<Exhibitionist>-1, <Risky>-1 

Does Myriam help the scrawny kid? 
• "I'm naked, but it's just a kid, he can't have done anything that bad." req: <Exhibitionist> 5+ ֍֍ 

[ch1_help_street_urchin] 
Aiden+4, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>+2, <Trust>+2, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+1 
Hidden oral by Aiden while talking with cops 
How does Myriam react? 
◦ "I have to think of something and quick! (Improvise)" ֍ 

Mike+2, Danny+2, <Exhibitionist>+2, <Risky>+2, <Willpower>+2 
fully nude in front of cops 

◦ "Oh my god! What do I do!? (Frozen)" 
Mike+2, Danny+2, <Exhibitionist>+2, <Submissiveness>+2 
fully nude in front of cops 

◦ "For real!? (Refuse)" ֍ 
Mike-1, Danny+1, <Dominance>+2, <Willpower>+2 

• "I can't help him, I'm totally butt naked." 
[ch1_help_street_urchin], [ch1_messed_up_top] 
Aiden-1, Danny+1, Mike+1, Evelyn+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>-1, <Sadness>+1, <Trust>-1 
skip rest of scene 

Note: skip if Myriam didn't help Aiden  
How does Myriam react to their flirting? 

• "They're so nice and considerate. (Oblivious)"
Mike+1, Danny+1, <Happyness>+1, <Trust>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Oh my god! They're totally flirting with me! (Flattered)" ֍֍ 
Mike+2, Danny+2, <Happyness>+1, <Lust>+2 

• "Oh my god! Are they flirting with me!? (Embarrassed)" 
<Dirtyness>+2, <Sadness>+1, <Lust>+1 

Note: skip if Myriam didn't help Aiden  
Does Myriam let him finish his business? 

• "Yes." ֍֍ 
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[ch1_messed_up_top] 
Aiden+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1, <Risky>+1 
Aiden masturbation 
Does Myriam still accept? 
◦ "Yes." ֍֍ 

Aiden+1, <Lust>+1 
Where does Aiden ask her to cum? 
▪ "On her face." requires <Cum> 6+ ֍֍ 

Aiden+2, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+2, <Submissiveness>+1 
Aiden cums on face & in mouth  

▪ "On her face." requires <Cum> 5- 
Aiden+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1 
Aiden cums on face & chest 

▪ "On her back"  
Aiden+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1 
Aiden cums on ass 

◦ "No" 
<Cum>-1, <Lust>-1 

• "No" 
[ch1_messed_up_top] 
Aiden-1, <Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1 

Story progress (if Myriam helped Aiden only): Evelyn+1 
Story progress: Todd+1 

The Mystery Club 

Does Myriam want to join the club? 
• "Yes, definitely. (You want to have Myriam live weird adventures, directly out of the disturbed  

mind of the Author.)" ֍֍ 
[ch1_show_me_weird_things], [ch1_but_give_me_choice_because_I_am_a_coward] 
Scifi/Fantasy/Paranormal is active 
Stanislas+1, <Happyness>+1 

• "Maybe, I'll have to think about it. (You don't know yet, and prefer to wait and see what those  
weird things are before making a choice.)" 

• [ch1_show_me_weird_things], [ch1_but_give_me_choice_because_I_am_a_coward]
Scifi/Fantasy/Paranormal is active, but you are asked again 

• "No, I can't, I have too much to do right now. (You prefer to keep Myriam out of weird events,  
even for you there is such things as too much.)" 

• [ch1_show_me_weird_things], [ch1_but_give_me_choice_because_I_am_a_coward] 
Scifi/Fantasy/Paranormal are removed from the storyline 

Meeting Art Students 

Does Myriam accept to go or not? 
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• "Yes, I'm going." ֍֍ 
[ch1_going_to_the_gala_night], [ch1_guy_number] 
Evelyn+2, Guy+2, <Dominance>+1, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1 

• "I'll think about it." 
[ch1_going_to_the_gala_night], [ch1_guy_number] 
Evelyn+1, Guy+1, <Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress: Anton+1, Guy+1, Richard+1

Does Myriam let her imagination fly? 
• "Yes. (Thinking of Anton.)" 

Anton+1, <Lust>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Cum>+1 
Anton masturbation fantasy 

• "Yes. (Thinking of Guy.)" 
Guy+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
Guy masturbation fantasy 

• "Yes. (Thinking of Richard.)" ֍ 
Richard+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1, <Interracial>+1 
Richard masturbation fantasy 

• "Yes. (Thinking of the three of them.)" requires <Lust> Trait 20+ ֍ 
Anton+1, Guy+1, Richard+1, <Lust>+1, <Group>+1, <Cum>+2 
Group sex masturbation fantasy 

• "Nope" 
<Willpower>+1 

The Swing Spa 

Does Myriam go in a stall to change? 
• "Yes, better go in a stall." 

Evelyn+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>+1 
• "No, it's fine, there's nobody here." requires Exhibitionist 5+ ֍֍ 

Evelyn+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>+1 
Does Myriam get lost in her admiration? 
◦ "That's quite the fine butt cuz!" ֍֍ 

Evelyn+1, <Sapphic>+1 
◦ "Where's that damn swimsuit!" 

Story progress: Evelyn+1, Jose+2, <Happyness>+1, <Lust>+1 

Does Myriam take off her top or not? 
• "No, I just can't." 

[ch1_free_the_boobs] (upcoming spa renders with bikini top) 
<Exhibitionist>-2, <Risky>-1 

• "No, Anthony wouldn't like it." 
[ch1_free_the_boobs] (upcoming spa renders with bikini top) 
<Loyalty>+1, <Risky>-1, <Submissiveness>+1 

• "Damn! Why the hell not." ֍֍ 
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[ch1_free_the_boobs] (upcoming spa renders are topless) 
Evelyn+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>+1 

Story progress: <Big Dick>+1 

How does Myriam react? 
• "She stay frozen while staring. (Fascinated)" 

Charles+1, <Big Dick>+2, <Lust>+1, <Curiosity>+1 
• "She try to ignore it. (Embarrassed)" ֍ 

Charles+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Trust>+2,<Submissiveness>+1 
• "She get up and "accidently" brush it. (Excited)" ֍ 

Charles+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Lust>+2, <Risky>+1 

Story progress: Charles+1 

Does Myriam take another drink with Charles? 
• "And why not after all, he's such a gentleman." 

[ch1_another_drink_with_goldman] 
Charles+1, <Curiosity>+1 

• "No, I had enough." ֍֍ 
[ch1_another_drink_with_goldman] 
<Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1 

• "No, Anthony wouldn't approve." 
[ch1_another_drink_with_goldman] 
<Loyalty>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress: if Myriam has [ch1_free_the_boobs], get another <Exhibitionist>+1 

How does Myriam react to the crazy old woman screaming at her? 
• "Who does she think she is!" ֍֍ 

[ch1_confronted_the_old_hag] (extra line in chapter 2) 
<Dominance>+2 

• "Just go and ignore her.": 
[ch1_confronted_the_old_hag] 
<Submissiveness>+1, <Dirtyness>+1

 
Story progress: Evelyn+1 

The Office 

Story progress: Bob+1, Clark+1, <Happyness>+1 

What does Myriam do? 
• "Let's listen and see if it's important." ֍֍ 

[ch1_heard_the_dirty_talk] (can throw Anthony out even if Myriam has low dom points)
<Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Let's go in discreetly to not bother him." 
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[ch1_heard_the_dirty_talk] 
<Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress (Anthony cheating with secretary): Clark+1, <Sadness>+6, <Happyness>-7, <Dirtyness>+1 

How does Myriam react to Clark's idea? 
• "He's right!" ֍֍ 

Clark+2 <Cheat>+2, <Dominance>+1 
• "I understand what he's saying, but..." 

Clark+1, <Cheat>+1, <Submissiveness>+2 
• "I can't, I just can't."

[ch1_almost_cheated_with_clark], [ch1_cheating_with_clark] 
Clark-1, <Loyalty>+2, <Willpower>+1 
jump to Bobo the Hobo scene, skipping the rest of this scene 

Skip following scene if Myriam has [ch1_cheating_with_clark] 
Story progress: Clark+2, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+1 
Does Myriam take the plunge and take him in her mouth? 

• "No! I can't, I just can't!" 
[ch1_almost_cheated_with_clark], [ch1_cheating_with_clark] 
Clark-1, <Willpower>+2, <Loyalty>+1 

• "Damn you Anthony! You deserve it for what you done to me." ֍֍ 
[ch1_almost_cheated_with_clark], [ch1_cheating_with_clark]  
Clark+1, <Cheat>+1, <Willpower>-1, <Loyalty>-1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1 
Revenge blowjob for Clark 
What does Myriam do? 
◦ "I want to taste his cum." ֍ 

<Cum>+1, <Dominance>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 
◦ "I want his cum on my face." ֍ 

<Cum>+2, <Dirtyness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
◦ "Let him do as he wish." 

<Cum>+2, <Submissiveness>+2 

Story progress: <Dirtyness>+2 

Bobo the Hobo 
if [ch1_cheating_with_clark], gain <Sadness>+2 
if [ch1_almost_cheated_with_clark], gain <Sadness>+1 
Story progress: Bobo+1, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1 

Important: If you take your time (gain [ch1_take_your_time]), the   a huge part of   William  s   storyline is    
skipped. The only gain is +1 extra relationship with Bobo, so i would highly recommend to not take your 
time. 

What does Myriam do? 
• "Maybe I should go see." ֍֍ 

<Curiosity>+2 
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Does Myriam go down the underpass? 
◦ "It's too dangerous, I should get away and call the police." 

[ch1_called_the_cops], [ch1_help_bobo] 
<Curiosity>-1, <Risky>-1, <Sadness>+1 

◦ "I can't let people hurt that nice man." ֍֍ 
[ch1_called_the_cops], [ch1_help_bobo] 
Bobo+2, <Curiosity>+2, <Risky>+2 
What does Myriam take the time to do for Bobo? 
▪ "I should go get him some warm clothes." ֍֍ 

[ch1_take_your_time] 
Bobo+1 

▪ "I should go get him some warm clothes and some food." 
[ch1_take_your_time] If you take your time, you miss the William storyline 
Bobo+2 

• "I don't have the time for this, I should go home." 
[ch1_called_the_cops], [ch1_help_bobo] 
<Curiosity>-2 

Story progress: <Sadness>+1 

Meeting William  

If you have acquired [ch1_take_your_time], you only get  
[ch1_said_william_I_love_you], [ch1_talked_to_william] and <Willpower>+1 
locking lots of William content - not just the following scene - and jump directly to The Talk 

Story progress:  
[ch1_talked_to_william] 
William+3, <Submissiveness>+1, <Sadness>-1 

For Myriam to have sex with William in later chapters, you need to get   [ch1_sex_with_william]   here.    
How does Myriam react? 

• "He's right." 
[ch1_said_william_I_love_you] 
<Lust>-1, <Willpower>+2 
skip rest and jump directly to The Talk 

• "I need it." ֍֍ 
William+3, <Lust>+2, <Willpower>-1, <Dominance>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1,  
<Cum>+1 
Blowjob for William 
How does Myriam react? 
◦ "I better stop things here" 

William+1, <Lust>-1, <Willpower>+2, <Sadness>-1 
[ch1_sex_with_william], [ch1_said_william_I_love_you] 
skip rest and jump directly to The Talk 

◦ "I need his cock." requires <Lust> 25+ ֍֍ 
[ch1_sex_with_william] unlocks sex with William in chapter 2 and 3. 
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William+5, <Lust>+2, <Willpower>-1, <Vanilla>+3, <Creampie>+2, <Big Dick>+2,  
<Dominance>+2, <Rough>+1 
Sex with William 
Does Myriam let him have some anal sex too? 
▪ "No, he's too big." 

<Big Dick>-2, <Anal>+1, <Creampie>+2, <Lust>+2 
▪ "Yes, I want to feel his big cock in my ass." ֍֍ 

[ch1_anal_with_william] unlocks anal sex with William in chapter 3 
<Big Dick>+2, <Anal>+3, <Pain>+1, <Rough>+2, <Creampie>+2, <Lust>+3 
Anal with William 

How does Myriam answer to his last words? 
• "Just say goodbye." 

[ch1_said_william_I_love_you] 
William+1, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1 

• "Just say goodbye and kiss him on the cheek." 
[ch1_said_william_I_love_you] 
William+2, <Vanilla>+1, <Happyness>+2, <Sadness>-2 

• "Say it also and kiss him on the lips." ֍֍ 
[ch1_said_william_I_love_you] 

• William+3, <Vanilla>+2, <Happyness>+3, <Sadness>-3 

The Talk 

Story progress: <Sadness>+1 

The choice in this chapter has a huge impact on chapter 2, i recommend a hard save here: If Myriam  
believes Anthony or otherwise submits to him, she will stay in this relationship. If not, she will have more  
time for herself and can get in a close relationship with Lucy. While both paths share scenes not directly 
related to those relationships, there are several path-exclusive scenes and even shared scenes often have  
different text reflecting that choice.  

Does Myriam believe his explications? 
• "Are you fucking kidding me!?" requires <dominance> 5+ or [ch1_heard_the_dirty_talk] tag ֍

[ch1_busted_lips] (renders in following scenes show busted lips) 
<Dominance>+2, <Willpower>+1, <Anthony>-6, <Sadness>+3 
How does Myriam react to Anthony's abuse? 
◦ "GET OUT!!" ֍ 

[ch1_kicked_anthony_out] Independent path in chapter 2 
<Dominance>+3, <Willpower>+3, <Sadness>+3 

◦ "I'm sorry..." 
<Submissiveness>+3, <Willpower-3>, <Sadness>+2 
if [ch1_sex_with_william] extra <Sadness>+1 
[ch1_kicked_anthony_out] Continue relationship with Anthony in chapter 2 

• "My god! Is that true?" ֍ 
Anthony+3, <Submissiveness>+6, <Willpower>-1, <Trust>+4 
[ch1_kicked_anthony_out] Continue relationship with Anthony in chapter 2 
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Myriams Submission
 
If Myriam ended the relationship with Anthony (acquired [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]), jump to chapter 2, 
otherwise she gets a long abusive sex scene with Anthony with different renders depending on  
[ch1_busted_lips]: 

<Deepthroat>+2, <Rough>+2, <Dirtyness>+5, <Oral>+1, <Cum>+1, <Sadness>+1 
Oral sex with Anthony 

<Dirtyness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Pain>+1 
Spanked by Anthony 

<Anal>+1, <Rough>+2, <Pain>+2, <Submissiveness>+2, <Dirtyness>+2, <Cum>+1, <Oral>+1, <Happyness>-3 
Anal sex with Anthony 

Chapter 2 

Morning Run 

Story progress: Cassius+2, <Sadness>-1   

if Myriam helped Bobo before [ch1_help_bobo], get an extra scene with Cassius while looking for him:  
Cassius+2, <Bestiality>+1 

Does Myriam still go in or not? 
• "Fuck it! I really need to go." ֍֍ 

[ch2_used_the_facility] 
Cassius+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Bestiality>+1 

• "Damn! I'll have to keep it in." 
[ch2_used_the_facility] 
<Dirtyness>-1 

Myriam is sexually assaulted by a thug, but saved last minute by Lucy 
Lucy+6, Cassius+3, <Dirtyness>+1 

Does Myriam noticed Lucy's embarrassement? 
• "I would feel a lot more safer with her around. (Oblivious)" 

Lucy+1 
• "Why is she embarrassed? Maybe she has somewhere else to be. (Notice)" ֍֍ 

Lucy+1, <Sapphic>+1 

Story progress: <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1 
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Myriam needs to get   [ch2_bicurious]   here to enable many same sex choices later     on   
What does Myriam think of Lucy? 

• "She's an impressive woman." 
Lucy+1 

• "She's an impressive woman and..." ֍֍ 
[ch2_bicurious] enables many same sex choices 
Lucy+1, <Curiosity>+1, <Sapphic>+1 

Good Dog

full scene requires Prometheus' patch, not available directly on patreon (-> discord, f95zone etc).  
Do you wish Myriam venturing into some events with bestiality as an overtone? 

• "No thank you, not my thing." 
[ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] permanently disables all Bestiality content 

• "Yes please, I'm a furry nice person." ֍֍ 
[ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] permanently enables all Bestiality content 
Cassius+2, <Bestiality>+2, <Lust>+2 
How do Myriam finish him off? 
◦ "Just finish him off in your hand." 

[ch2_jerked_off_cassius] (switch for confession at church later) 
Cassius+1, <Cum>+2, <Bestiality>+1 

◦ "Take him in your mouth." requires <Cum> 10+ ֍֍ 
<Oral>+1, <Bestiality>+2, <Cum>+2 
Does Myriam keep going with her mouth? 
▪ "No, he had enough, this is crazy." 

[ch2_jerked_off_cassius_and_swallowed] (switch for confession at church later) 
<Dirtyness>+2 

▪ "Ok, maybe I can keep going." requires <Lust> 25+ ֍֍ 
[ch2_jerked_off_cassius_and_more] (switch for confession at church later) 
<Bestiality>+2, <Oral>+2, <Cum>+2, <Submissiveness>+2, <Lust>+2,<Dirtyness>+3

First Day at School 

Does Myriam take the car or the bus to go to her appointment? 
• "Let's take the bus, it will be easier in town later on." ֍֍ 

[ch2_took_the_bus] (return scene will have several extra points) 
Does Myriam move from her spot? 
◦ "No. I can't move, it would be vexing for him." ֍֍ 

[ch2_stand_by_bill] 
Bill+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Sadness>-1 

◦ "Yes. I just can't stay here." 
[ch2_stand_by_bill] 
Bill-1, <Dirtyness>-1, <Sadness>+1 

• "Let's take the car, it will be faster and I can easily park at school." 
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[ch2_took_the_car] (shorter scene with no point gain) 

Story progress: Cleavon+1, <Sadness>-1 

How does Myriam feels about Cleavon's touch and compliment? 
• "Embarrassed and touched." ֍֍ 

Cleavon+2, <Happyness>+2, <Sadness>-1 
• "Excited."  

Cleavon+2, <Happyness>+1, <Lust>+1, <Sadness>-1 
• "Touched." 

Cleavon+1, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1

Story progress: Daniel+2, <Happyness>+1

Does Myriam share some of her worry with Cleavon? 
• "Yes, I really need to talk to someone." ֍֍ 

<Sadness>-1 
• "No, I shouldn't." 

<Sadness>+1 

School Showers

Multiple paths: Myriam can immediately slip in and imagine a bj (or not) without getting caught, she can  
wait and imagine a bj (getting caught/interrupted) or wait longer even getting caught on the toilet. 
What does Myriam do? 

• "Stay outside and wait." ֍ 
<Risky>-1, <Willpower>+1 
What does Myriam do? 
◦ "Stay outside and wait." 

<Risky>-1, <Willpower>+2, <Dirtyness>+1, <Big Dick>+1 
◦ "Sneak in discretely." ֍ 

<Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>+1, <Willpower>-1, <Happyness>+1> 
Does Myriam take a better look? 
▪ "Maybe just a little peek." ֍ 

<Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+1 
Does Myriam let her imagination fly? 
• "No, stop it Myriam, this is wrong." 

<Lust>-1, <Willpower>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 
• "It look so appetizing from here" <Lust> 30+ ֍ 

[ch2_dirty_mind] 
<Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+2, <Oral>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 
interrupted blowjob fantasy  

▪ "No, no, it would be wrong." 
<Curiosity>-1, <Willpower>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Big Dick>+1 

• "Sneak in discretely." ֍ 
<Risky>+1, <Willpower>-1, <Happyness>+1 
Does Myriam take a better look? 
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◦ "Maybe just a little peek." ֍ 
<Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+1 
Does Myriam let her imagination fly? 
▪ "No, stop it Myriam, this is wrong." 

<Lust>-1, <Willpower>+1 
▪ "It look so appetizing from here" requires <Lust> 30+ ֍ 

[ch2_dirty_mind] 
<Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 
full blowjob fantasy 

◦ "No, no, it would be wrong." 
<Curiosity>-1, <Willpower>+1 

Story progress: Henry+1 

The Gym Room

Story progress: Stella+2, Cleavon+2, Henry+2, William+2, <Exhibitionist>+1 

Depending on actions regarding William in ch1: 
• req: [ch1_sex_with_william] tag (had sex with William) 

if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] gain William+1 
Does Myriam give William an helping hand? 
◦ "It's my fault, I can't leave him like this." ֍֍ 

[ch2_giving_a_hand_to_william] 
William+3, <Dominance>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1 
Handjob for William 
Does Myriam give in to her tentation? 
▪ "I want it so much!" requires <Cum> 15+ ֍֍ 

[ch2_ate_williams_cum], [ch2_licked_williams_cum] 
<Cum>+3, <Dirtyness>+1 
Licks cum from hand and sink 

▪ "It's just a bit of cum." 
[ch2_licked_williams_cum] 
<Cum>+2 
Licks cum from hand only 

▪ "Stop it Myriam!" 
<Cum>-1 

◦ "No, we can't." 
[ch2_kind_of_promised_to_william] (checked in ch3)
William-1 

• req: [ch1_talked_to_william], but not [ch1_sex_with_william] (talked but no sex) 
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] gain William+1 

Cafeteria 
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Story progress: Katherine+7, Marc+2, Jonas+1, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1, <Curiosity>+1 
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] gain extra Katherine+1 

To the police 

Depending on mode of travel:  
• by car, took [ch2_took_the_car] earlier: arrive at police without interlude 
• by bus, took [ch2_took_the_bus] earlier 

Bill+2, <Trust>+1
groping / squeezed in between Bill and molester

Police Station  

Story progress: Lucy+1, Dave+1, Danny+1, Mike+1, <Sadness>-1, <Trust>+2 

Does Myriam accept their offer? 
• "Yes." ֍֍ 

[ch2_double_cop_team_date_on] (enables Double Date in ch3) 
Danny+1, Mike+1 

• "No. (End of the line of events.)" 

Aliens?! 

Story progression: <Curiosity>+1, <Risky>+1
 
If you have [ch1_show_me_weird_things], the scene continues normal 
if you have [ch1_but_give_me_choice_because_I_am_a_coward] you can choose to skip or continue 
otherwise skip the following Alien sex scene 

Alien abduction gangbang: [ch2_alien_abduction] (unlocks masturbation option later) <Oral>+1, 
<Exhibitionist>+1, <Group>+2, <Rough>+1, <Creampie>+1, <Cum>+1, <Deepthroat>+1,  <Dirtyness>+1 

Story progress: <Trust>+1 

Do you wish to have a look at Toby the alien point of view of this weird event? req.: [ch2_alien_abduction]
• "Yes please." ֍ 

Alien perspective for abduction gangbang (fun to watch, no extra points) 
• "No thanks." ֍ 

Meeting Dr. Silver 

Story progress (therapy): <Sadness>-1 
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Does Myriam tell the truth about her teenage urges? 
• "Yes, I have to tell him everything, or I won't go better." ֍֍ 

[ch2_talked_about_the_past] (unlocks long sex scene flashback later) 
Edward+1, <Trust>+1, <Sadness>-1 

• "No, I can't, this is too embarrassing and shameful." 
[ch2_talked_about_the_past] 

Story progress (talk about Anthony): Edward+1, <Sadness>+1 
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] gain extra <Sadness>+1 

How does Myriam feel about this moment? 
• "Excited." 

Edward+2, <Lust>+1 
• "Love." 

Edward+2
• "Thankful." ֍֍ 

Edward+1, <Trust>+2 
• "Vulnerable." 

Edward+2, <Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress (end of session): Edward+1, Evelyn+1, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+2 

Grocery Shopping 

How does Myriam react? 
• "Amused." 

<Lust>+1 
• "Embarrassed." 

<Submissiveness>+1 
• "Ignore." ֍֍ 

<Willpower>+1 

Story progress (kids & porn mag): <Dirtyness>+1, <Dominance>+1 

What does Myriam do? 
• "Yes, I should take some for the kids!" 

[ch2_have_condoms] (extra scene with Katherine, safe sex options at gala) 
<Dominance>+1 

• "Yes, I should take some for the kids, and..." ֍֍ 
[ch2_have_condoms] (extra scene with Katherine, safe sex options at gala) 
<Dominance>+1 
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] gain <Willpower>+1, otherwise gain <Cheat>+1 

• "No, it's too early and embarrassing!" 
[ch2_have_condoms] 
<Submissiveness>+1 
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requires <Curiosity> 10+, otherwise skip:  
Does Myriam go satisfy her curiosity? 

• "Yes, or I won't stop thinking about it." ֍֍ 
[ch2_compared_notes] (unlock masturbation option in ch2, fetish choice in ch3) 
<Curiosity>+2 
How does Myriam feel about this? 
◦ "Embarrassed." 

<Submissiveness>+1 
◦ "Secretly proud." ֍֍ 

<Lust>+1
◦ "No, this is stupid." 

[ch2_compared_notes] 
<Curiosity>-1 

Meeting Neighbors

Story progress (meeting Bill): Bill+2, William+1 
if [ch2_took_the_bus] an extra Bill+1 

Evening at home 

Story progress: Katherine+1, Marc+1, <Happyness>+1 

How does Myriam react? 
• "Embarrassed." 

Marc+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
• "Excited." ֍

Marc+1, <Lust>+1 
Does Myriam tease him? 
◦ "Yes, let's tease him a bit and give him an eyeful."  ֍

[ch2_teased_marc] 
Marc+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

◦ "No, let's leave it at that, I dn't want to confuse him."  
<Willpower>+1 

• "Pissed." 
[ch2_got_pissed_at_marc] (no points for Marc peeking at her in shower later) 
Marc+1, <Dominance>+1

• "It's just an accident." ֍ 
Marc+1, <Trust>+1 

If Myriam wasn't angry with Marc (didn't get [ch2_got_pissed_at_marc]), gain Marc+2 from peeking 

What fantasy does Myriam has? 
• "Aliens." requires [ch2_alien_abduction] 

<Group>+1, <Lust>+1  ֍
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• "Anthony." 
<Rough>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Cassius." requires [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] 
<Bestiality>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Coach." requires [ch2_talked_about_the_past] 
<Oral>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Dumdum" requires [ch0_dumdum_shower] 
<Big Dick>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Lucy." requires [ch2_bicurious] 
<Sapphic>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Marc." requires [ch2_got_pissed_at_marc]  ֍
<Incest>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "Pornstar." requires [ch2_compared_notes] 
<Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "William." requires [ch1_sex_with_william] 
<Vanilla>+1, <Lust>+1 

Story progress (relaxed from shower): <Sadness>-1
 
How does Myriam react to the young man's gaze? 

• "Leave it like that." 
[ch2_nice_cleavage] 
<Exhibitionist>+1 

• "What a cute scout outfit!" ֍֍ 
[ch2_nice_cleavage] 
<Trust>+1 

• "Adjust it quickly before joining them." 
[ch2_nice_cleavage] 
<Exhibitionist>-1 

Movie Night

The following scenes lock in Marcs incest paths as dominant, submissive, regular or simply as not pursuing  
Myriam and will modify/enable/disable all subsequent (sexy) Marc scenes.  

Story progress: Marc+2, Katherine+1 
Marc starts masturbating to sleeping Myriam 

Note: Do not pick the dream option if you want to get the dom or sub incest path! 
What does Myriam decided to do about the situation? 

• "Better do nothing and play the sleeping card." ֍ 
<Submissiveness>+2 
Marc starts groping Myriam 
Does Myriam keep faking being asleep? 
◦ "It'll be worse if I stop him." 

Marc+1, <Willpower>-1, <Incest>+1, <Anal>+1 ֍ 
Marc puts thumb in Myriams ass 
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◦ "No, I can't! I have to stop him." 
<Willpower>+1 

• "God! That's it! I must be dreaming." requires <Trust> 10+  
[ch2_its_just_a_dream]   (Starts Marc non-dom/sub sex path)   
Marc+2, <Trust>+2, <Incest>+2, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1 
Marc gets Handjob 

• "Just fake waking up." ֍
<Willpower>+2 

Story progress: Katherine+1

Depending on whether Myriam thinks Marcs actions are just a dream [ch2_its_just_a_dream] or not: 
• if [ch2_its_just_a_dream]  

Marc+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Incest>+1, <Willpower>+1 
Marc starts groping and masturbating 
How does Myriam react to Marc's supplication? 
◦ "I can't just let him get away with what he did!" 

[ch2_marc_reprimanded]   (No incest Marc path)   
<Dominance>+2 

◦ "I shouldn't, but I can't leave him in this state either!" ֍
[ch2_marc_sub]   (Starts Marc sub path)    
Marc+1, <Willpower>+1, <Lust>+1, <Dominance>+2, <Incest>+1 
Marc is (lightly) dominated during masturbation 

◦ "I feel so guilty now, it's all my fault if he's in this state!" ֍ 
[ch2_marc_dom]   (Starts Marc dom path)   
Marc+2, <Submissiveness>+4, <Willpower>-1, <Dirtyness>+3, <Lust>+2, <Cum>+3, <Incest>+1,  
<Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1 
Marc dominates Myriam (masturbation, fingering, tit job, oral sex)  
What does Myriam do about Marc's cum? 
▪ "Scrub it off and swallow it." requires <Cum> 20+ 

<Willpower>-1, <Cum>+1 
▪ "Wipe it off and clean up." ֍ 

<Willpower>+1 
Depending on whether Anthony was kicked out or not 
◦ if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] 

<Submissiveness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Rough>+1, <Sadness>+1, <Happyness>-1 
Oral sex with Anthony 

◦ if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]  
<Sadness>+1 

• if [ch2_its_just_a_dream]: 
Depending on whether Anthony was kicked out or not 
◦ if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] 

<Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Happyness>-1 
Anal sex with Anthony 

◦ if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] 
<Sadness>+1 
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Dreams of the past

Depending on whether Myriam told the therapist about her past (acquired [ch2_talked_about_the_past]) 
• If she didn't open up about it, skip this scene 
• otherwise, Myriam remembers the time she had her first oral sex with the coach

extended multiple blowjob scene with coach
 

Next Morning

Story progress (Bedroom with Anthony, skip if he was out (acquired [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]) :  
<Rough>+1, <Submissiveness>+3, <Dirtyness>+1, <Pain>+1, <Trust>+1 
Rough anal sex and spanking with Anthony 

Story progression (Marc comes into Myriams bedroom):  Marc+1 
Marc masturbates & films sleeping Myriam 
(depending on whether Anthony was kicked out, the visuals and dialogue are slightly different) 

What happens next depends the type of relation established during the chapter Movie Night 
• Marc dream sex: if Myriam believes it was just a dream [ch2_its_just_a_dream]:  

Marc+2, Anthony-2, <Trust>+2, <Oral>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Cum>+1, <Submissiveness>+1
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] gain another Anthony-1 
Filmed blowjob for Marc (Myriam believes its another dream) 

• Marc is dom: if Marc was allowed to dominate Myriam [ch2_marc_dom]: ֍
Marc+1, <Submissiveness>+2, <Oral>+1, <Rough>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Dirtyness>+2, <Incest>+2,  
<Cum>+1 
Rough filmed blowjob for Marc  

• Marc no sex: if Marc was reprimanded [ch2_marc_reprimanded]:  
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] gain Anthony-1 
Marc backs off 

• Marc is sub: If Myriam dominated Marc instead [ch2_marc_sub]:  ֍
Marc+1, <Willpower>+1, <Dominance>+2, <Risky>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1 
Punishment and footjob for Marc 

Story progress (talk with Katherine): Katherine+4, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+2 
if Myriam bought condoms (acquired [ch2_have_condoms]), extra dialogue and extra Katherine+1 

Story progress:  
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] and Myriam has [ch2_marc_dom] or [ch2_marc_reprimanded], get Anthony-1 
if [ch2_its_just_a_dream] get Anthony-1 

Story progress (after finishing shower): Cassius+1 

Skip rest of scene if you don't have [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] active 
What does Myriam do about Cassius? 

• "God! This is so wrong, I have to stop him!" 
<Bestiality>-1 
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• "God! This is so wrong, but..." ֍֍ 
[ch2_let_cassius_eat_pussy] (affects church confession in ch2) 
<Bestiality>+1 
Myriam receives oral from Cassius 
What does Myriam do? 
◦ "Oh god! I have to stop him!" 

<Willpower>+1, <Dominance>+1 
◦ "Oh god! I have to stop him, but..." ֍֍

[ch2_let_cassius_fuck_pussy] (affects church confession in ch2) 
Cassius+1, <Willpower>-1, <Bestiality>+1, <Rough>+1, <Creampie>+1 
Sex with Cassius 

Story progress: Katherine+1, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1 

Northwell Stables 

Story progress: Scruffy+1, Andrew+4 

(locker porn) 
How does Myriam react? 

• "God! Some people are really wrong in the head!" 
<Lust>-1 

• "God! Some people are really fearless!" ֍ 
<Lust>+1 

• "God! That's such a thick load!" ֍ 
<Cum>+1 

Story progress (riding to the pond): Hammer+1, <Curiosity>+1, <Sadness>-1, <Risky>+1 

Does Myriam dare to get naked and swim? 
• "Oh! And why the hell not!?" requires <Risky> 10+ ֍֍ 

<Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Sadness>-1 
Naked swim, peeped on by kids 
What does Myriam do? 
◦ "Let's stop this charade." ֍ 

[ch2_scolded_the_four_peepers] 
<Willpower>+2, <Risky>+1, <Dominance>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1 
Nude scolding of the kids 

◦ "Let's just get back to the stables and ignore them." 
[ch2_ignored_the_four_peepers] 
<Submissiveness>+1, <Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Willpower>+1 
Leave pond ignoring the peeping kids 

◦ "They're just curious kids." requires <Exhibitionist> 15+ ֍ 
[ch2_teased_the_four_peepers] (used in ch2 church confession) 
<Risky>+3, <Exhibitionist>+3, <Willpower>+1 
Showing off while pretending not to notice peeping kids 

• "No! It's too risky!" 
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[ch2_no_naked_swimming] (minor text variations) 
<Risky>-1, <Willpower>+1 

Story progress (preparing to ride back): Hammer+1
 
Skip the following if Myriam doesn't have [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person]  
What does Myriam do? 

• "No! This is crazy." 
<Bestiality>-1 

• "Maybe I could help him a bit." ֍֍ 
[ch2_took_care_of_the_hammer] 
Hammer+1, <Bestiality>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Cum>+1 
Handjob for Hammer 
Does Myriam let her curiosity get the better of her? 
◦ "Wait! Calm down!" 

Hammer+1, <Willpower>+1 
◦ "God! I want to taste it!" requires <Lust> 30+ ֍֍ 

[ch2_tasted_hammers_cum] (used in ch2 church confession) 
Hammer+2, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+2 
Myriam eats Hammers cum 

Story progress (return to stable, meet Jose in shower): Hammer+1, Jose+1 

What does Myriam do? 
• "Stay and apologize." ֍֍ 

[ch2_recognize_the_masseur] (minor text changes) 
Jose+2, <Willpower>+1, <Lust>+1, <Risky>+1 

• "Apologize and go." 
<Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress: <Happyness>+1 

Marc caught watching homemade porn 

Intervening - even if somewhat unsuccessful at fist - will stop the Marc dom and Marc sex routes 
What does Myriam do? 

• "Stay out of it." ֍
<Willpower>+1 

• "The voices seems familiar." 
[ch2_reason_for_marc_behavior] (part of switch for consequences) 
<Curiosity>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 
What does Myriam do with this realization? 
◦ "Stay out of it." 

<Submissiveness>+1, , <Sadness>+1 
◦ "Intervene!"  

[ch2_intervened_marc] stops Marc dom and sex route later (Myriam snaps out of it)
<Willpower>+1, <Dominance>+1
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Depending on whether Marc is dominant or not 
▪ Marc is dominant (requires [ch2_marc_dom]):  

<Dirtyness>+1 
How does Myriam react?
• "Enough is enough!" 

Marc+3, <Willpower>+2, <Dominance>+2 
• "I'm so lost!" 

Marc+1, <Willpower>-2, <Dominance>+1, <Submissiveness>+2, <Oral>+1, 
<Dirtyness>+2, <Cum>+1 
Blowjob for Marc while watching porn, but snaps out when asked for more 

▪ Marc isn't dominant: 
Marc+2 

◦ "Amused." requires <Lust> 35+ ֍
<Lust>+1, <Incest>+1, <Sadness>+1 

◦ "Excited." requires [ch2_its_just_a_dream]  
<Lust>+1, <Incest>+2, <Dirtyness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Sadness>+1 

Hunting for a Dress 

Does Myriam take a pee break before going? 
• No, I'm fine." ֍֍ 

[ch2_no_pee_break] enables Subway Molestation scene  
• "Better safe than sorry." 

<Sadness>-1 

Story progress (modeling for Francis): Francis+1, <Happyness>+1
 
Does Myriam change right here? 

• "Well, they're professionals..." 
Francis+1, <Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1 ֍֍ 

• "No, there must be another way." 
<Risky>-1 

Does Myriam stay still as asked?  
• "I don't want to spoil the shots." ֍֍ 

[ch2_boob_flashing] (extra points and choices regarding these photos later) 
Francis+1, <Willpower>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1 

• "I have to move, the straps are getting undone." 
Francis-1, <Willpower>-1 

Story progress (more modeling):  
Francis+1, Todd+1, <Lust>+1, <Risky>+2, <Happyness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Sadness>-1 

Does Myriam accept his offer to be his muse? 
• "Yes! I want to!" ֍֍ 

[ch2_francis_muse] (minor dialogue changes, likely more in upcoming releases) 
Francis+1, <Risky>+1 
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• "I don't know..." 
Francis-1, <Risky>-1 

Skip following if Myriam didn't get [ch2_boob_flashing] 
How does Myriam react? 

• "Let it go!" ֍֍
[ch2_boob_shot_erased] (extra choice and points reflecting on this later) 
<Exhibitionist>+1 

• "I can't let him keep those!" 
[ch2_boob_shot_erased] 
<Exhibitionist>-1 

How does Myriam feel about the photos? 
• "Embarrassed." 

<Sadness>+1 
• "Excited." 

<Lust>+1 
• "Happy." ֍֍ 

<Happiness>+1 

Skip following if Myriam didn't get [ch2_boob_flashing] and [ch2_boob_shot_erased]
How does Myriam feel about the accidental flashing photos? 

• "Embarrassed." 
<Sadness>+1 

• "Excited." ֍֍ 
<Lust>+1 

Skip following if Myriam kicked Anthony out (has [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]) 
Story progress (ask for special dress): <Dirtyness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress: Francis+1 

A Coffee, a Briefcase and a Stranger 

Depending on whether Myriam took a pee break or not [ch2_no_pee_break] earlier 
• if she took a pee break [ch2_no_pee_break]: 
• if she didn't take a pee break earlier [ch2_no_pee_break]: 

<Dirtyness>+1, <Happyness>+1 

What does Myriam decide to do with the briefcase? 
• "I'm leaving it here! (End of the line of events.)" 

<Risky>-1 
• "I can't just leave it here!" requires <Trust> 10+ ֍֍ 

[ch2_took_the_briefcase] (choice and points regarding briefcase later) 
<Trust>+1 
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Subway Molestation
 
skip this scene if Myriam didn't loose her panties (didn't acquire [ch2_no_pee_break]) Story progress 
(groping after skirt slips up, revealing no panties): <Dirtyness>+1 

How does Myriam react? 
• "Stop him! (End of the line of events.)" 

<Willpower>+2, <Dominance>+1 
likely stops events in future updates, skip to 'Sunbathing at Home' scene 

• "Try to stop him!" ֍֍ 
[ch2_subway_molested]  (likely enables further events in future) 
<Willpower>+1 

• "Pray he just don't push it further!" 
[ch2_subway_molested] (likely enables further events in future) 
[ch2_subway_paralysed] (small change how Myriams behavior is perceived)  
<Submissiveness>+1 

•
Man gropes and masturbates on Myriam while others watch&film 
<Dirtyness>+3, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum+1>, <Sadness>+1 

How does Myriam feel? 
• "Mortified and ashamed." 

<Sadness>+1 
• "Mortified but strangely excited." ֍֍ 

<Lust>+1 
What was the cause of her excitement? 
◦ "The public play and the risk." ֍ 

<Risky>+1 
◦ "The fact of being forced." 

<Submissiveness>+1 
◦ "The mix of all." ֍ 

<Lust>+1 

Girls under the Sun 

Story progess (meeting Jennifer at the pool): Jennifer+3 

How does Myriam feel about herself? 
• "A little embarrassed and amused." 

<Risky>+1 
• "A little embarrassed and excited." 

<Lust>+1 
• "A little embarrassed and proud." ֍֍ 

<Dominance>+1 

Story progress: Katherine+2, Jennifer+2, <Happyness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Sadness>-1 
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How does Katherine feel about the scene? 
• "Excited. (Katherine will only be interested by women." 

[ch2_katherine_lesbian] (decides Katherine's sexuality in ch4)
<Sapphic>+1 

• "Curious. (Katherine will be interested by men and women." ֍֍ 
[ch2_katherine_bi] (decides Katherine's sexuality in ch4)
<Sapphic>+1 

• "Happy. (Katherine will only be interested by men." 
[ch2_katherine_straight] (decides Katherine's sexuality in ch4)
Katherine+1 

How does Myriam feel about Jennifer's massage? 
• "This feels great!" 

<Happyness>+1
• "This feels so good!" ֍֍ 

<Sapphic>+1 

Story progress (topless sunbath): <Sapphic>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1 

The Gala 

The Gala is a long event with multiple scenes and several opportunities for hot sex scenes. To unlock the all  
the content, generous consumption of alcohol and drugs is required to reduce Myriams inhibitions. The  
counters <alcohol> and <weed> are reset to 0 after the event ends. 
 

The Gala: Intro 

Story progress (dress with Katherine and Jennifer): Francis+1, <Happyness>+1 
if Anthony isn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] there is also the naughty dress: <Dirtyness>+1 
Does Myriam noticed Guy giving her his arm? 

• "Oh! He's giving me his arm!" ֍֍ 
Guy+1 

• "I can't wait to get inside!" 
Guy-1 

Story progress (meeting Charles): Charles+2, <Drinks>+1, <Lust>+1 

How does Myriam follow Charles? 
• "The curator, I'm curious!" 

Guy-2 
• "Wait! But what about the young man!?" ֍֍ 

Guy+1 

Story progress (meeting Nubia): Nubia+1
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What does Myriam feel about the exotic beauty entrance? 
• "Wow! She look so intense!"  

<Submissiveness>+1 
• "God! She's so..." ֍֍ 

<Sapphic>+1 

Story progress (conversation with Nubia and Charles): Nubia+1, Charles+1, <Sadness>-1, <Dirtyness>+1 

What are Myriam thoughts on the matter? 
• "Stangely excited by the thought of exposure." 

<Exhibitionist>+2 
• "Excited by Nubia's touch." ֍֍ 

<Sapphic>+2 
• "Embarrassed by the event." 

<Dirtyness>+2 

Story progress (more conversation Nubai and Charles): <Drinks>+1, <Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1 

Did Myriam already took another drink with them during their long conversation at the foot of the stairs?
• "God! It would be my fourth!" ֍֍ 

<Drinks>+1 
• "It's only my third." 

Does Myriam think of her driver? 
• "Maybe I could send him something to eat while he wait." ֍ 

[ch2_fed_the_driver] (if Myriam gets wasted, this unlocks long sex scene with the driver) 
• "Well, let's go have a look at this exhibit." ֍ 

(if Myriam has sex with the students, this will extend the limo scene with them)
 
Does Myriam have a quick look for Guy? 

• "I should look for Guy, he wanted to give me a tour." ֍֍ 
Guy+1 

• "I should follow Charles quickly, before we get sidetracked again." 
Guy-1 

The Gala: Private Exhibition 

Getting very drunk enables the most sexy content during the gala.  

Story progress (private tour): Charles+1, <Happyness>+1, <Curiosity>+1, <Drinks>+1 

How does Myriam feel about her time with Charles? 
• "He's such a smooth and interesting speaker." 

Charles+1 
• "God! Why is my heart beating so fast?" requires <Drinks> 3- [ch2_feelings_for_charles] 

Charles+2 
• "Gosh! I'm feeling so hot!" requires <Drinks> 4+ ֍֍ 
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[ch2_feelings_for_charles], [ch2_gala_night_hot_and_bothered] 
Charles+2, <Lust>+1 

Story progression (arrival at sarcophagus): Charles+1, <Lust>+1, <Curiosity>+1 

How does Myriam react to Charles romantic gesture? 
• "It feel so warm!" requires [ch2_gala_night_hot_and_bothered] 

Charles+1 
How does Myriam feel about this meeting? 
◦ "I should be mindful." 

<Willpower>+1 
◦ "Gosh! I'm getting all girly here!" 

<Willpower>-1 
• "God! My heart is beating so fast, I think I..." requires [ch2_feelings_for_charles] ֍֍ 

[ch2_stollen_kiss] 
Charles+3, <Cheat>+1 
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] another <Cheat>+1 
How does Myriam react to the kiss? 
◦ "No! I can't, I'm taken!" 

Charles+1, <Cheat>-1 
How does Myriam feel about this meeting? 
▪ "I should be mindful." 

<Willpower>+1 
▪ "Gosh! I'm getting all girly here!" 

<Willpower>-1 
◦ "God! I need this!" ֍֍ 

<Cheat>+2, <Lust>+3, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Big Dick>+1 
choice req: [ch2_have_condoms], otherwise get [ch2_fuck_charles_bareback] automatically 
Does Myriam stop Charles and ask him to use protection? 
▪ "I can't wait anymore, I want him inside me!" ֍ 

[ch2_fuck_charles_bareback] 
<Cheat>+2 

▪ "Wait! No! We need to use protection!" ֍ 
[ch2_fuck_charles_safe] 
<Willpower>+1 

Sex scene with Charles 
Charles+1, <Big Dick>+2, <Vanilla>+2, <Lust>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Dirtyness>+1,  
<Rough>+2, <Anal>+1 
if [ch2_fuck_charles_bareback]: extra <Creampie>+2 
Does Myriam want to suck his cock in addition? 
▪ "God! I think I had enough for today." 

<Willpower>+1  
▪ "God! I want so much to feel his big cock down my throat!" ֍

[ch2_for_a_few_blowjob_more] 
<Big Dick>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
Blowjob for Charles 

▪ "God! I want so much to feel him cumming in my mouth!" ֍ 
[ch2_for_a_few_blowjob_more] (text references) 
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<Cum>+2, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
Blowjob for Charles 

skip following if Myriam had enough (didn't take a [ch2_for_a_few_blowjob_more] choice)
What are Myriam's feeling after this passionate encounter? 
▪ "Stop! Don't get flustered!." ֍ 

[ch2_feelings_for_charles] 
<Willpower>+1 

▪ "God! I'm so flustered, I don't know what's happening!"
[ch2_feelings_for_charles] 
Charles+1 

▪ "God! I think I'm falling for that man!" ֍ 
[ch2_in_love_with_charles] 
Charles+2 

if Myriam had sex with Charles: <Happyness>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 

The Gala: Egyptian Mummy 

Depending on your choice in Chapter1: The Mystery Club, the Mummy scene automatically starts  
[ch1_show_me_weird_things], automatically skips [ch1_show_me_weird_things] or there is a choice  
[ch1_but_give_me_choice_because_I_am_a_coward] 

if not skipped, gain [ch2_charmed_by_a_perverted_mummy] 

following choice if Myriam has <Willpower> 10+: she can choose to (partially) resist the Mummy:  Does 
Myriam's mind still have a spark of lucidity? 

• "God! His touch feels like heaven! (nope)" ֍
<Willpower>-1 

• "Wait! There's something wrong! (yep)" ֍ 
[ch2_see_through_the_veil] Mummy sex shows glimpses of what really happens 
<Willpower>+1 

Sex with Mummy (blowjob, vaginal, anal) 
• if [ch2_see_through_the_veil]: ֍

<Willpower>+5, <Dirtyness>+1, <Dominance>+3, <Submissiveness>+2, <Lust>+1, <Curiosity>+1 
• if [ch2_see_through_the_veil]: ֍

<Submissiveness>+7, <Lust>+2, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, <Anal>+1, <Creampie>+1,  
<Curiosity>+1, <Willpower>+1, <Dirtyness>+2 

The Gala: Mummy Chamber Reflections 

• if ch1_kicked_anthony_out  
<Cheat>+1 
extra <Cheat>+1 if Myriam had sex with both the mummy and Charles  

• if ch1_kicked_anthony_out 
<Cheat>+2 

• extra <Cheat>+1 if Myriam had sex with both the mummy and Charles  
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Depending on previous actions in the last two scenes, some options may not be available  "How does 
Myriam feel about all this?" 

• "Dirty" 
<Dirtyness>+2 

• "Excited" 
<Lust>+1 
extra <Lust>+1 if sex with both mummy and Charles 

• "Guilty" 
<Sadness>+1 
extra <Sadness>+1 if sex with both mummy and Charles 

• "Happy" ֍֍ 
<Happyness>+1 
extra <Happyness>+1 if sex with both mummy and Charles 

• "Regret" 
<Sadness>+1 

Does Myriam take another glass of champagne? 
• "Damn it! I feel just fine." ֍֍ 

<Drinks>+1 
• "No, I better not." 

Story progress (talk to students): Richard+2, Anton+2 

The Gala: Roof 

Story progress: Guy+1, <Sadness>+1 

How does Myriam react? 
• "No! I can't do that!" requires <Drinks> 4- 

Guy+1, <Drinks>+1 
• "God! I'm going to have a splitting headache tomorrow!" requires <Drinks> 4+ 

Guy+2, <Drinks>+2 
• "When in Rome...!" requires <Drinks> 5+ ֍֍ 

[ch2_when_in_rome] 
Guy+2, <Drinks>+2 

Story progress: Guy+1 

How does Myriam react? 
• "No! I shouldn't do that!" requires [ch2_when_in_rome] 

Guy-1 
• "Oh! And why not!" ֍֍ 

[ch2_smoke_some_weed] 
Guy+2, <Drugs>+1, <Drinks>+2 
What does Myriam feel about her experience? 
◦ "No, I don't think that's for me!" 
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Guy-1 
◦ "Well, it wasn't that bad!" 

Guy+1, <Addiction>+1 
◦ "Well, it was weird but not so bad!" ֍֍ 

Guy+2, <Addiction>+2 

if [ch2_smoke_some_weed] or [ch2_smokey_not_for_me] gain <Drinks>+1, otherwise <Drinks>+2 

How does Myriam react to the sudden kiss? 
• "Mmmh!" requires [ch2_when_in_rome] or <Drinks> 10+ ֍֍ 

<Willpower>-2, <Lust>+1 
• "No... I..." requires [ch2_when_in_rome] and Drinks 9- 

<Willpower>-1, <Lust>+1 
• "No! I can't!" requires [ch2_when_in_rome] and Drinks 6- 

Guy-1, <Willpower>+1, <Happyness>+2 
How does Myriam feels about her encounters? 
◦ "Charles was such a charming man!" requires [ch2_feelings_for_charles] 

Charles+1 
if Myriam had sex with Charles, she also gets <Cheat>+1 

◦ "Guy was such a cute young man!" 
Guy+1 

◦ "Nubia was such an intense woman!" 
<Nubia>+1, <Sapphic>+1 

◦ "They were all so interesting!" 
<Sadness>-1 

skip rest and go to Arriving back home

Does Myriam goes further? 
• "Mmmh!" ֍֍ 

Guy+2, <Willpower>-2, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1, <Submissiveness>+1,  
<Lust>+1 
Blowjob for Guy 
Following choice only if Myriam has condoms (otherwise automatic bareback) 
Does Myriam stop Guy for a condom? 
◦ "Oh god! Yes! Ah want his cock inside me now!!"  

[ch2_student_foursome_bareback] (switch in later scenes, church confession)
<Willpower>-1, <Cheat>+2 

◦ "Oh god! I want his cock, but wait...!" ֍֍ 
[ch2_student_foursome_safe] (switch in later scenes, church confession) 
<Willpower>+1, <Cheat>+1 

Sex with Guy, followed by Gangbang with Guy/Anton/Richard:  
<Vanilla>+1, <Anal>+3, <Dirtyness>+4, <Submissiveness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1,  
<Rough>+1, <Group>+3, <Cum>+3 
if [ch2_student_foursome_safe]: extra <Cum>+2 

• "No! I should stop now!" 
Guy-1, <Willpower>+2, <Happyness>+2 
How does Myriam feels about her encounters? 
◦ "Charles was such a charming man!" requires [ch2_feelings_for_charles] 
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Charles+1 
if Myriam had sex with Charles, she also gets <Cheat>+1 

◦ "Guy was such a cute young man!" 
Guy+1 

◦ "Nubia was such an intense woman!" 
<Nubia>+1, <Sapphic>+1 

◦ "They were all so interesting!" 
<Sadness>-1 

The Gala: Limo  

Depending on whether Myriam had sex with the 4 students (which includes being very drunk) or not:  
• had sex with the students ([ch2_student_foursome_safe] or [ch2_student_foursome_bareback]):

Anton+1, Guy+1, Richard+1, <Group>+3, <Rough>+2, <Dirtyness>+2, <Creampie>+2, <Cum>+2
Group sex in the Limo 
Depending on whether Myriam sent food to the driver or not:  
◦ Myriam sent food ([ch2_fed_the_driver]):  ֍

[ch2_fuck_the_driver] (small text reference) 
<Cum>+2, <Big Dick>+2, <Oral>+2, <Deepthroat>+2, <Dirtyness>+3, <Submissiveness>+2,  
<Interracial>+2, <Rough>+4, <Pain>+4, <Anal>+2 
Sex with BBC limo driver 

◦ Myriam didn't send food:  ֍
[ch2_student_double_anal] (small text reference) 
Anton+1, Guy+1, Richard+1, <Group>+2, <Anal>+2, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+2, <Cum>+1,  
<Creampie>+2, <Dirtyness>+2 
Double anal group sex in the Limo 

• didn't have sex with the students 
<Sadness>-2 

Arriving back home

Depending on whether Myriam arrives home very drunk (only if she had sex with the students) or not: 
• not (very) drunk 

<Happyness>+1 
• Very drunk ([ch2_student_foursome_safe] or [ch2_student_foursome_bareback]

[ch2_shitfaced_after_gala] (text switch) 
Myriam is found by Marc, depending on their relationship status:  
◦ if [ch2_marc_dom] ֍

[ch2_sleeping_in_marcs_bedroom], [ch2_marc_unconscious_rape] 
Marc-8, <Creampie>+2, <Anal>+1, <Pain>+1, <Rough>+1, <Cum>+1 
Marc rapes unconscious Myriam 

◦ if [ch2_its_just_a_dream] 
Marc-4, <Cum>+1 
Marc cums on unconscious Myriam 

◦ otherwise Marc carries her to her own bed ֍
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if [ch2_marc_sub] gain Marc-1 

Morning after the Gala
 
Depending on whether Myriam was very drunk, and whether Marc took advantage of her 

• if [ch2_sleeping_in_marcs_bedroom]: 
<Dirtyness>+3, <Sadness>+2 
Depending on whether marc is dominant [ch2_marc_dom] or not  
◦ Marc is dominant [ch2_marc_dom] & <Submissiveness> 25+:  ֍

[ch2_marcs_sub_whore] (defines relationship to Marc) 
Marc-2, <Incest>+2, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+1, <Dirtyness>+5, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+2, <Pain>+2, 
<Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Submissiveness>+3, <Exhibitionist>+2 
if Anthony wasn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: extra <Cheat>+2 
Long abusive sex scene with Marc 

◦ Marc is not dominant [ch2_marc_dom] & <Trust> 15+:  
[ch2_marcs_fun_whore] (defines relationship to Marc) 
Marc+1, <Incest>+2, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+2, <Dirtyness>+3, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+2, <Pain>+2, 
<Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+2 
if Anthony wasn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: extra <Cheat>+2 
Long consensual sex scene with Marc 

◦ neither applies: Myriam snaps out of it 
Marc+1, <Willpower>+2, <Dominance>+1 

• if [ch2_shitfaced_after_gala] and [ch2_sleeping_in_marcs_bedroom]: ֍
What does Myriam remember from her last night blackout? 
◦ "It's really kind of a blur...!" 

[ch2_gala_night_total_blackout] (different text during confession) 
<Addiction>+1, <Sadness>+1 

◦ "I kind of remember...!" 
[ch2_gala_night_partial_blackout] (different text during confession) 
<Sadness>+1, <Cheat>+1 
if Anthony wasn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: extra <Cheat>+1 

◦ "Oh my god! What did I do!?"  ֍
[ch2_gala_night_no_blackout] (different text during confession) 
<Sadness>+1, <Cheat>+1 
if Anthony wasn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: extra <Cheat>+1 

• otherwise:  
Anthony-1 
if Anthony wasn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: extra Antony-1 

Story progress: <Sadness>-1 

Sunday Breakfast 

Story progress: Katherine+2, Jennifer+2, Marc-1 
if Myriam is [ch2_marcs_sub_whore]: extra Marc-1 
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Going to Church 

Depending on whether Anthony kicked out or not:  
• [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: Marc takes Myriam to church 

Depending on Marc's relationship with Myriam:  
◦ Marc in fun sex relationship [ch2_marcs_fun_whore]:  

<Lust>+3, <Submissiveness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Cum>+2, <Submissiveness>+1
Exciting blowjob for Marc in car 
▪ <Exhibitionist> 20+:  

[ch2_selfie_at_church] (go to church without cleanup & take selfie) 
<Exhibitionist>+2, <Cum>+1 
How does Myriam feel about what she just did? 
• "Embarrassed and guilty!" 

<Dirtyness>+1 
• "Excited and curious!" 

<Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1 
◦ Marc is dominant [ch2_marcs_sub_whore]: 

<Dirtyness>+3, <Submissiveness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+2, <Submissiveness>+1 
Abusive blowjob for Marc in car 
[ch2_selfie_at_church] (go to church without cleanup & take selfie) 
<Exhibitionist>+2, <Cum>+1 
How does Myriam feel about what she just did? 
▪ "Dirty and ashamed!" 

<Dirtyness>+2, <Sadness>+1 
▪ "Embarrassed and guilty!" 

<Dirtyness>+1 
▪ "Excited and curious!" ֍ 

<Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1 
◦ Marc is sub or no sex relationship: Myriam goes straight to church 

• [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: William takes Myriam to church: ֍
if [ch1_talked_to_william] and [ch1_said_william_I_love_you] 
How does Myriam react to William's state? 
◦ "I can't let him go to church like this!" ֍ 

Blowjob for William (but no stat changes)  
◦ "He's right, we should go!"

Myriams Confession 

Does Myriam go in or not? 
• "Yes! I should go in and confess my sins!" ֍֍ 

[ch2_confessed_sins] (text switch) 
<Submissiveness>+1 
Depending on what Myriam did (accumulative):  
◦ [ch1_cheating_with_clark]: <Cheat>+1 
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◦ [ch1_almost_cheated_with_clark]: <Dirtyness>+1
◦ [ch1_cheating_with_clark] and [ch1_almost_cheated_with_clark]: <Willpower>+1
◦ [ch1_sex_with_william]: <Cheat>+1 
◦ [ch2_jerked_off_cassius_and_swallowed]: <Bestiality>+1 
◦ [ch2_jerked_off_cassius_and_more]: <Bestiality>+2 
◦ [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person], but [ch2_jerked_off_cassius_and_swallowed] and 

[ch2_jerked_off_cassius_and_more]: <Dirtyness>+1 
◦ [ch2_marc_dom] or [ch2_marc_sub]: <Incest>+1 
◦ [ch2_let_cassius_eat_pussy]: <Bestiality>+1 
◦ [ch2_let_cassius_eat_pussy] and [ch2_let_cassius_fuck_pussy]: <Bestiality>+2
◦ [ch2_teased_the_four_peepers]: <Exhibitionist>+1 
◦ [ch2_tasted_hammers_cum]: <Bestiality>+1 
◦ [ch2_fuck_charles_bareback] or [ch2_fuck_charles_safe]: <Cheat>+1 
◦ [ch2_student_foursome_bareback] or [ch2_student_foursome_safe] 

▪ [ch2_gala_night_total_blackout]: nothing 
▪ otherwise: <Cheat>+1, <Group>+1 

◦ [ch2_marcs_sub_whore] or [ch2_marcs_fun_whore]: <Incest>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 
◦ Myriam did NONE of the above (wow, talk about restraint!) 

[ch2_a_pure_soul] (text switch) 
Depending on Myriams <Trust> 

• "No! I should try to clear things up myself! (End of the line of events.)" 
[ch2_no_need_for_god] 
<Willpower>+2 

Demonic Possession? 

Skip scene if Myriam is pure ([ch2_a_pure_soul]) or didn't confess ([ch2_no_need_for_god]) 
• If Myriam has very high trust <Trust> 30+, she will automatically agree to the possession test  

[ch2_true_believer] (minor text change) 
<Trust>+2 

• otherwise:  
Does Myriam believe in the priest? 
◦ "Oh my god! I'm possessed!" requires <Trust> 15+ ֍֍  

[ch2_true_believer] (minor text change) 
<Trust>+2 

◦ "It must be a parable. (End of the line of events.)" 
[ch2_no_need_for_god] 
<Trust>-1 

Skip rest of scene if Myriam isn't a true believer (didn't get [ch2_true_believer]) 
<Lust>+1, <Trust>+5, <Sadness>-2, <Happyness>+1, <Cum>+1 
Priest 'purifies' Myriam with cum 

Soup Kitchen with Lucy 
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Story progress: Lucy+3 

Depending on whether Myriam is bicurious ([ch2_bicurious]) or not: 
• Myriam is [ch2_bicurious] 

Is Myriam attracted to Lucy? 
◦ "She's so gorgeous." ֍֍ 

Lucy+1, <Sapphic>+1 
◦ "She's incredible." 

Lucy+1 
• otherwise Lucy+1 

Story progress: Lucy+1 

Hospital with Bobo 

Story progress: Bobo+2, <Sadness>-1 

How does Myriam will try to convince Bobo to stay at the hospital? 
• "I really must talk him into staying." 

Bobo+1 
• "God! What can I do to convince him to stay?" ֍֍ 

[ch2_took_care_of_bobo] (makes him survive later on, otherwise he will die) 
Handjob for Bobo 
Bobo+3 
How does Myriam finish Bobo? 
◦ "Let's keep going like this." 

Bobo+2, <Dirtyness>+1 
◦ "I could let him finish in my mouth." ֍֍ 

Bobo+3, <Cum>+1 
Blowjob for Bobo 

Social Work

Story progress: Lucy+1 
if [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: extra Lucy+1 
if [ch2_bicurious]: extra <Sapphic>+1 

Is Myriam interested in working with old people? 
• "Why not, I always liked old folks!" ֍֍ 

[ch2_social_work_old_people] (likely switch for content, not implemented yet) 
• "I don't know if it's what I was looking for. (End of the line of events.)" 

Is Myriam interested in working with tough youth? 
• "It'll be a tough job, but it can be rewarding!" ֍֍ 

[ch2_social_work_tough_youth] (likely switch for content, not implemented yet)  
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• "I'll be already working with kids at school. (End of the line of events.)" 

Is Myriam interested in working with prisoners? 
• "Wow! That's really tough, but I like a challenge!" ֍֍ 

[ch2_social_work_prisoners] (likely switch for content, not implemented yet)  
• "No! Definitely not for me! (End of the line of events.)" 

Sunday Night 

skip following if Myriam didn't take the mysterious briefcase (no [ch2_took_the_briefcase]): 
<Curiosity>+1 
What does Myriam do? 

• "Let's send a text and see what happens." ֍ ֍ 
[ch2_sent_a_text] (minor text change) 
<Trust>+1 
How does Myriam write her text? 
◦ "No, let's just write bluntly and be done with it." ֍֍ 

[ch2_text_blunt] 
<Willpower>+1 

◦ "Let's ask a question." 
[ch2_text_careful] 
<Risky>-1 

◦ "Let's be cryptic and play the fake girlfriend." ֍
[ch2_text_naughty] 
<Risky>+1 

• "No! This is really too shady!" 
<Trust>-1 

What happens sunday night is dependant on whether Anthony was kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out] or
not. Both multiscene events are mutually exclusive 

• [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: Evening with Lucy happens 
• [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: Antonys Dinner happens

Evening with Lucy

only if Myriam kicked out Anthony ([ch1_kicked_anthony_out]), skip otherwise 

Story progress: Marc+1, Lucy+6, <Sadness>+1 

Depending on whether Myriam is bicurious ([ch2_bicurious]) or not: 
• Myriam is [ch2_bicurious]:  

Does Myriam enjoy the view? 
◦ "God! She's really hot!" ֍ 

Lucy+2, <Sapphic>+1 
◦ "She's really fit!" 
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Lucy+1 
• Myriam isn't bicurious 

Lucy+1 

Story progress (fight training with Lucy): <Fighting>+3 

How does Myriam react? 
• "Kiss back!" ֍ 

[ch2_kissing_lucy_back] 
Lucy+2, <Sapphic>+1 

• "Stay frozen!" 
<Sapphic>-1 

Skip following if Myriam didn't kiss Lucy back (no [ch2_kissing_lucy_back]) 
How does Myriam answer? 

• "No..." ֍ 
[ch2_sex_with_lucy] (text changes) 
Lucy+3, <Sapphic>+4, <Vanilla>+1, <Oral>+2 
Oral sex with Lucy 

• "Yes, please! (End of the line of events.)" 
Lucy-2 

Story progress: Lucy+1, <Happyness>+2 

Continue with Morning of Clariy

Anthonys Dinner  

only if Myriam didn't kick out Anthony ([ch1_kicked_anthony_out]), skip otherwise Story progress: 
<Dirtyness>+2, <Submissiveness>+1 

How does Myriam feel about all this? 
• "Dirty and determined." ֍ 

<Willpower>+1 
• "Dirty and excited." 

<Dirtyness>+1 
• "Dirty and humiliated." #

<Dirtyness>+1 

How does Myriam feel about his approach? 
• "He's just being nice." ֍ 

Clark+1 
• "It feels a bit uncomfortable."

Clark-1 

Story progress: Clark+1
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Skip next if Myriam didn't almost cheat [ch1_cheating_with_clark]/cheat [ch1_almost_cheated_with_clark]:
<Dirtyness>+1 
What does Myriam chose to do? 

• "Do it for Anthony!" ֍ 
[ch2_taking_care_of_clark_again] (text changes) 
Clark+1, <Loyalty>+1, <Dirtyness>+2, <Dominance>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, 
<Trust>+1 
Blowjob for Clark 
Does Myriam let herself get manipulated? 
◦ "For Anthony, you can do it!" ֍ 

[ch2_taking_care_of_them_all] (text changes) 
Clark+1, <Loyalty>+1, <Dirtyness>+2, <Cum>+3, <Big Dick>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+1, 
<Vanilla>+1, <Oral>+1 
Blowjobs for Anthonys business partners 
How does Myriam feel about herself after this series of blowjobs? 
▪ "This is so wrong!" 

<Dirtyness>+1 
▪ "I did it for Anthony!" 

<Loyalty>+1 
▪ "Why am I feeling excited!?" ֍ 

<Cheat>+1 
◦ "No! I just can't!" 

Clark-1, <Dirtyness>-1 
• "No! I just can't!" 

Clark-1 

Story progress (dinner continues): <Submissiveness>+1, <Dirtyness>+1 

Does Myriam catch on to Anthony's scheme? 
• "Why does he suddenly get so polite about it!?" ֍ 

<Trust>+1 
• "He want me to bend over for them I bet!" 

<Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress (bending over for peanuts): Anthony-1, <Dirtyness>+1 

Story progress (gangbang):  
[ch2_gangbanged_by_the_office_team] 
Anthony-1, <Dirtyness>+4, <Submissiveness>+4, <Big Dick>+1, <Oral>+1, <Rough>+5, <Group>+5, <Cum>+4,
<Lust>+4, <Creampie>+4, <Anal>+2 
Very extensive gangbang with the office team 
if [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] only: 
Anal with Cassius: Cassius+2, <Bestiality>+1, <Anal>+1, <Creampie>+1 

Morning of Clarity 

if Myriam had sex with Lucy [ch2_sex_with_lucy]:  
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How does Myriam feel about her first experience with a woman? 
• "This felt so different!" 

<Sapphic>+1 
• "I want to explore more of it!" ֍ 

<Sapphic>+2 

if Myriam was part of Anthonys Dinner [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]:  
How does Myriam feel about yesterday's night event? 

• "I feel so ashamed and dirty!" 
<Dirtyness>+1 

• "I feel ashamed, but..!" ֍ 
<Group>+1 

Story progress: <Sadness>-1 

if Anthony wasn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]:  
Rough anal sex with Anthony 
Anthony-2, <Dirtyness>+1, <Pain>+1, <Anal>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Sadness>+2

Meeting Kimberly 

Story progress (Kimberly tells Myriam what really happened): Kimberly+1, <Happyness>-2, <Sadness>+2 

if Anthony wasn't kicked out [ch1_kicked_anthony_out]: 
Does Myriam step in to defend Kimberley? 

• "I can't take it anymore!" ֍ 
Anthony-2, Kimberly+1, <Dominance>+2, <Submissiveness>-2 

• "Maybe I shouldn't get in the middle of this! (First closed ending, impossible for the moment, I'll 
get to it later on, so keep a save here and check again later.)" (not available yet) 

Story progress (helping Kimberly): Kimberly+3, <Sadness>+1 
What are Myriam's resolutions? 

• "I have to help her!" 
Kimberly+2, Anthony-2 

• "I have to help her and make Anthony pay!" ֍֍  
[ch2_getting_revenge] (text reference, extra points) 
Kimberly+2, Anthony-2 
if [ch2_gangbanged_by_the_office_team] extra Anthony-1 

Story progress: Kimberly+1 

How does Myriam feel about Kimberley? 
• "She's so sweet and innocent!"

Kimberly+1 
• "She's so sweet and innocent, you want to take a bite out of her!" requires [ch2_bicurious] ֍֍

[ch2_sweet_for_kimberley] 
Kimberly+1, <Sapphic>+1 
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Chapter 3 

A new Life 

Story progress (getting back at Anthony):  
if [ch2_getting_revenge]: Anthony-2, Kimberly+1 

Story progress (what happened): Marc+2, Anthony-2, Katherine+2, Hammer+1, Evelyn+1, <Happyness>+2, 
<Fighting>+1, <Willpower>+1,  

Shrink Appointment

Story progress: Edward+1, <Sadness>-1, <Willpower>+1 

What does Myriam chose to share? 
• "Anal sex." requires <Anal> 15+ 

<Anal>+3, <Lust>+1 
• "Cum." requires <Cum> 25+ 

<Cum>+3, <Lust>+1 
• "Humiliations." requires <Dirtyness> 30+ 

<Dirtyness>+3, <Lust>+1 
• "Porn." requires [ch2_compared_notes]
• <Dirtyness>+2, <Exhibitionist>+2, <Lust>+1 
• "Domination." requires <Dominance> 15+ 

<Dominance>+3, <Lust>+1 
• "Public." requires <Exhibitionist> 25+ <Exhibitionist>+3, <Lust>+1 
• "More choices..." 

◦ "Previous choices..." back to previous list 
◦ "Group sex." requires [ch2_gangbanged_by_the_office_team] or 

[ch2_student_foursome_bareback] or [ch2_student_foursome_safe] ֍ 
<Group>+3, <Lust>+1 

◦ "Oral sex." requires <Oral> 15+ 
<Oral>+3, <Lust>+1 

◦ "Rough Sex." requires <Rough>20+ 
<Rough>+3, <Lust>+1 

◦ "Women." requires <Sapphic> 10+ ֍ 
<Sapphic>+3, <Lust>+1 

◦ "Submission." requires <Submissiveness> 30+ 
<Submissiveness>+3, <Lust>+1 

◦ "Vanilla." 
<Vanilla>+3, <Lust>+1 
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Story progress: Edward+2 

Spa with Evelyn 

What the reason she will chose? 
• "Dammit! I deserve to do what I want with my body!" ֍֍ 

<Dominance>+1 
• "Doctor Silver told me I should assumed my sexuality!" 

<Trust>+1 
• "This feels kind of exciting!" 

<Risky>+1 
• "Wouldn't it be weird to stay in swimsuit if everybody's naked?" 

<Submissiveness>+1 

Story progress (massage): Evelyin+2, Jose+1, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+2, <Lust>+3 

Does Myriam chose the extra service? 
• "Dammit! And why not!" ֍֍ 

[ch3_massage_with_happy_ending] 
<Dominance>+1, <Lust>+1 
Does Myriam take care of her masseur like Evelyn? 
◦ "Gosh! And why not!" ֍֍ 

[ch3_massage_with_mutual_happy_ending] (minor text change) 
Jose+2, <Risky>+1, <Lust>+1 
Mutual masturbation with Jose 

◦ "No, it's too much!" 
<Risky>-1, <Lust>+1 
Myriam fingered by Jose 

• "No, it's too embarrassing!" 
<Risky>-1 

• "No, I just can't!" 
<Lust>-2 

Story progress (showering with Evelyn): Evelyn+1, <Sadness>-1, <Exhibitionist>+1 

Does Myriam let herself be guided by Evelyn? 
• "I..." ֍֍ 

[ch3_eve_corruption] (text changes) 
Jose+2, <Risky>+1, <Sapphic>+2, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+2, <Oral>+2, <Cum>+1 
Oral sex Myriam, Eve, Jose, Terrel 
Which hole Myriam want fucked? 
◦ "Wait! I want it up the ass!" ֍֍ 

Terrel+4, Evelyn+1, <Anal>+2, <Rough>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Lust>+1 
Anal sex with Terrel 
Where does Myriam want Terrel to finish? 
▪ "Inside!" 

<Creampie>+2 
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▪ "On my face!" ֍֍ 
[ch3_terrels_extra_plastering] (minor dialogue change) 
Terrel+4, Jose+1, Evelyn+1, <Cum>+2, <Deepthroat>+2 

◦ "Yeah! Please! Fuck my pussy hard!" 
[ch3_terrels_pussy_pounding] 
Terrel+2, <Vanilla>+1, <Rough>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Lust>+1 
Sex with Terrel 
Where does Myriam want Terrel to finish? 
▪ "Inside!" 

<Creampie>+2 
▪ "On my face!"  

[ch3_terrels_extra_plastering] (minor dialogue change) 
Terrel+4, Jose+1, Evelyn+1, <Cum>+2, <Deepthroat>+2 

• "No! Stop! It's becoming weird!" 
Evelyn-1, <Risky>-1 

Skip following if Myriam doesn't have [ch3_eve_corruption] (no sex with Terrel) 
<Curiosity>+1 
Does Myriam accept her invitation? 

• "I don't know... Can I look?" 
[ch3_golden_shower_witness] (text variation) 
Evelyn+1, <Curiosity>+3, <Golden>+1 
Watch Evelyn have a golden shower 

• "Ok... I mean I can't know without trying..." ֍֍ 
[ch3_golden_shower_participate] (text variation)
Evelyn+2, <Dirtyness>+3, <Golden>+3, <Lust>+1, <Risky>+1
Myriam and Evelyn have a golden shower 

• "No thanks!" 
<Dirtyness>-2 

Story progress (locker room with Evelyn): Evelyn+4, <Curiosity>+1

What the future holds 

Story progress: Katherine+5, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1 

(buying toys) 
What does Myriam goes for? 

• "Let's go for something simple for now." 
[ch3_dildo_vanilla] (not used yet) 
<Risky>-1 

• "Wow! That big mamba looks really incredible!" ֍֍ 
[ch3_dildo_big_mamba] (not used yet) 
<Big Dick>+1 

• "Wow! That alien shape looks so strange!" 
[ch3_dildo_weird] (not used yet) 
<Lust>+1 
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Does Myriam take a butt plug like Eve advised her? 
• "Oh! And why the hell not!" ֍֍ 

[ch3_butt_plug] (not used yet) 
<Anal>+1 

• "Mmmh! Better think on it..." 
<Lust>-1 

Does Myriam take the long dildo? 
• "Yeah! Why not, it looks fun and crazy!" ֍֍ 

[ch3_dildo_snake] (not used yet) 
<Risky>+1 

• "No, let's just stay simple for now." 
• <Risky>-1 

New male of the house

Story progress: Cassius+1 

Depending on whether [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] is active or not 
• [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] is active 

Cassius-1 
Does Myriam let Cassius have his way? 
◦ "God! He's so excited! He won't take no for an answer!" ֍֍ 

[ch3_cassius_top_dog] 
Cassius+3, <Submissiveness>+2, <Bestiality>+3, <Anal>+2, <Pain>+2, <Rough>+1, 
<Creampie>+1, <Happyness>+1 
Anal sex with Cassius 

◦ "I can't let him get his way! I have to be firm here! (End of the line of events.)" 
Cassius-2, <Dominance>+2, <Willpower>+1, <Happyness>+1 

• otherwise <Happyness>+1 
if Myriam didn't get [ch3_cassius_top_dog] skip following scene: 
<Submissiveness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1,  
Blowjob for Cassius 
Does Myriam take a decision about Cassius? 

• "Yeah! I can't let things keep escalating like this!" 
[ch3_cassius_not_top_dog_anymore], [ch3_cassius_top_dog] 
<Bestiality>-2 

• "This is kind of my own fault!" ֍֍ 
<Bestiality>+2 

Another day at school

Story progress (getting ready for school): Katherine+2, <Happyness>+1 
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Story progress (gym): Stella+1, William+1, Henry+1 

(teacher shower is broken) 
What does Myriam decide to do? 

• "Maybe I can use another shower..." ֍֍ 
[ch3_shower_at_school] 
<Risky>+1 

• "No, let's just go like this, I'll take one at the house." 

Following scene only if Myriam looks for a shower ([ch3_shower_at_school]): 
Where does Myriam go? 

• "The girls' are further, but it would be a better idea." ֍ 
[ch3_shower_at_the_girls] 
Stella+3, <Risky>-1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Sapphic>+1,  

• "The boys' are nearer, maybe I should go there quickly." ֍ 
[ch3_shower_at_the_boys] 
William+2, <Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+1 
Towel slips 
Does Myriam stop William? 
◦ "Thank you William." 

William+1 
◦ "Wait!" ֍

Why did Myriam stop William? 
▪ "It's ok, don't worry. (Courtesy)" 

William+1 
▪ "Maybe I could cheer him up a bit... (Worried)" requires [ch1_sex_with_william] ֍ 

[ch3_blew_william_at_school] 
William+2, <Big Dick>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1 
Shower blowjob for William 
Does Myriam invite William for some more "cheering" up?  
• "No, I shouldn't, it was already risky doing that here, I shouldn't push my luck."
• "Yes, that kid definitely deserve some more "cheering" up." requires <Lust> 35+ or 

<Risky> 15+ ֍ 
[ch3_fucked_william_at_school] 
William+1, <Risky>+1, <Lust>+1, <Vanilla>+1, <Creampie>+1 
Shower sex with William 
if [ch1_anal_with_william] continue, otherwise skip next: 
Does Myriam accept William's request and help him "cheering" up even more with 
another round in her ass? 
◦ "No, we shouldn't, it was already risky doing that here, we shouldn't push our 

luck." 
William-1 

◦ "Oh! And why not! I want it as much as him!" requires <Anal> 15+ or <Lust> 35+ or
<Risky> 15+ ֍ 
[ch3_anal_with_william_at_school] 
William+2, <Risky>+1, <Lust>+1, <Anal>+1, <Creampie>+1
Anal shower sex with William 
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Story progress (hiding from basketball team):  
<Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Sadness>-1 

Story progress (Marcs Training): Marc+3 

Requires a (non-dom) sexual relationship with Marc [ch2_marcs_fun_whore] or [ch2_marcs_sub_whore]: 
Does Myriam accept Marc's extra request? 

• "Ok! But please stop, your friends are just there!" ֍ 
[ch3_helping_marc_at_lunch_break] 
<Submissiveness>+1 

• "No! Stop that! We can't!" 
<Submissiveness>-1, <Dominance>+1 

Story progress (Talking with Mr. Little): Cleavon+3 

Does Myriam accept Cleavon's invitation? 
• "No, it's ok, it would be my pleasure." ֍֍ 

[ch3_dinner_with_cleavon] 
Cleavon+1, <Trust>+1 

• "It's ok, but I think I need some time." 
Cleavon-1, <Willpower>+1 

Lunch break
 
depending whether Myriam promised Marc to 'help' [ch3_helping_marc_at_lunch_break] or not:

• [ch3_helping_marc_at_lunch_break]:  
Marc-1, <Submissiveness>+2, <Dirtyness>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1, <Pain>+1 
if [ch2_marcs_sub_whore] extra <Dirtyness>+1 
if [ch2_marcs_fun_whore] extra <Lust>+1 
Blowjob & anal with Marc 
Does Myriam stop Marc? 
◦ "No! I can't let him see me!" 

[ch3_let_marc_bully_jonas] 
Marc-1, <Willpower>-2, <Sadness>+2, <Lust>-1 

◦ "I should stop him, the poor kid doesn't deserve this!" ֍
[ch3_show_yourself_to_jonas] 
Jonas+2, <Willpower>+2 
Depending on Marcs relationship with Myriam
▪ if [ch2_marcs_sub_whore]: 

Jonas+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Cum>+1, <Rough>+1, <Creampie>+1,   
<Dominance>+1 
Myriam blows Jonas while anal with Marc 

▪ otherwise: Jonas+1, Marc+1 
◦ otherwise Myriam eats in town:  

▪ if she agreed to dinner with Mr. Little [ch3_dinner_with_cleavon] <Happyness>+1
▪ otherwise <Sadness>-1 
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Meeting Lucy after School

This scene is skipped if Myriam met Marc during lunch break ([ch3_helping_marc_at_lunch_break])

Story progress (watch training & talk): Lucy+2, Thomas+0, <Fighting>+1

Depending on whether Myriam had sex with Lucy in chapter 2 ([ch2_sex_with_lucy]
• If Myriam had sex with Lucy before: 

Does Myriam follow Lucy?
◦ "No, she must just be joking around…"

(skip sex with Lucy)
Lucy+1

◦ "Oh and why not, we'll see where it goes!" ֍
[ch3_naughty_again_with_lucy]
Lucy+2, <Sapphic>+1, <Vanilla>+1, <Lust>+2
sex with Lucy (fingering, squirting)
How does Myriam answer to Lucy?
▪ "I like you too, but I need to take things slow." ֍

Lucy-1
▪ "I like you too, but I think I need time."

Lucy-2
• otherwise Lucy+1

Police Station: Suspect Identification

Story progress: Dave+2, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>-1

Myriam can look at the wrong subjects without penalty till she finds the right one (3), or not pick one 
(consequences unknown for now)
Who does Myriam select?

• "Number 1."
• "Number 2."
• "Number 3." ֍֍

[ch3_remembered_the_aggressor]
<Sadness>-2, <Dominance>+2, <Submissiveness>-1

• "Number 4."
• "Number 5."
• "I'm sorry, I can't be sure..."

[ch3_didnt_remember_the_aggressor]
<Sadness>+2, <Dominance>-1, <Submissiveness>+2

Does Myriam go take the edge off in the stalls?
• "No! It's crazy, I can't do that."

<Risky>-2
• "Fuck it! I need to take the edge off." requires <Risky> 15+ ֍֍

[ch3_rubbing_one_at_the_police_station]
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<Risky>+2, <Willpower>+1, <Lust>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Dirtyness>+1
Masturbation in toilet
How does Myriam feel about the two cops banter?
◦ "Excited." ֍

<Dirtyness>+1
◦ "Curious." ֍

[ch3_curious_about_anderson]
<Curiosity>+1

<Sadness>-1

If Myriam was interested in a date with the police officers in chapter 2 ([ch2_double_cop_team_date_on]). 
Note: If she goes out with the cops, she cannot have fun with William (might also skip a future Cassius 
scene)
Does Myriam accept to go out tonight?

• "Oh! And why not!" ֍
[ch3_double_cop_date]
Danny+1, Mike+1

• "No, I can't tonight." ֍
Danny-1, Mike-1

Story progress (Identification update, Lucy talk): Dave+2, Lucy+2, <Sadness>-1

William at home

If Myriam didn't meet invite him already (no scene in the school shower [ch3_shower_at_the_boys]), she 
invites him to come in: William+2
Otherwise he was invited before already.

Story progress: William+2

Does Myriam take some wine with her dinner?
• "No."
• "Yes, just one glass."

<Drinks>+1
• "Yes, two glasses." ֍֍

<Drinks>+2

Story progress: Katherine+1

If Myriam agreed to the double date with the cops [ch3_double_cop_date], skip scene, continue with Cop 
Double Date

Story progress (William in shower): <Big Dick>+1

How does Myriam react?
• "React quick and close the door!"

Katherine+1, skip scene, continue with Walking Cassius
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• "React quick and hide inside!" ֍
[ch3_hide_with_william]
William+1, <Big Dick>+1
Does Myriam try to cheer him up with some unconventional method?
◦ "No, I shouldn't add to his confusion!"

<Willpower>+1
▪ if Myriam blew William at school in ch3 [ch3_blew_william_at_school] or promised this in 

ch2 [ch2_kind_of_promised_to_william] continue anyway
▪ otherwise skip scene, continue with Walking Cassius

◦ "Maybe I could help him relax..." ֍
<Lust>+1

Story progress (blowjob for William): 
[ch3_cheered_up_william_with_sex]
William+2, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, <Lust>+1

Story progrees (sex with William):
<Vanilla>+1, <Dirtyness>+1

How does Myriam decide to finish William?
• "Let him finish inside!"

[ch3_william_finish_inside]
William+1, <Creampie>+2

• "Have him finish on her face!" requires <Cum> 20+
[ch3_william_finish_facial]
William+2, <Cum>+2

• "Let him decide!" ֍
[ch3_william_more_confident], [ch3_william_finish_facial]
William+3, <Submissiveness>+1, <Cum>+1

If Myriam had anal with William at school the same day [ch3_anal_with_william_at_school], or if she had 
anal in chapter1 (but not in chapter 3), she gets the following dialogue:
Does Myriam indulge William with his anal request?

• "God! Yes! I'm still so horny!" requires <Anal> 10+ ֍
[ch3_bathroom_anal_with_william]
William+1, <Anal>+1

• "I think we should stop things here for now..."
[ch3_bathroom_anal_with_william]
William-1, <Risky>-1
skip rest of sex scene with william

if Myriam didn't get the dialogue above, she can still get the rest of the scene by having <Anal> 15+. Gain 
<Anal>+1 and the following scene:

Story progress (anal sex with William): 
William+1, <Anal>+1, <Lust>+1, <Rough>+1
Depending on Myriams preference in the sex scene

• if Myriam got [ch3_william_finish_inside] before: <Creampie>+1
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• if Myriam got [ch3_william_finish_facial] before: William+1, <Cum>+1 

Cop Double Date Preparations

requires accepting the Cop Double Date before ([ch3_double_cop_date]) ֍

What does Myriam chose to put on?
• "No, just a simple thong will do!"

[ch3_simple_thong]
<Risky>-1

• "Damn! And why not!?"
[ch3_sexy_thong]
<Risky>+1

• "Could I really go commando?" ֍
[ch3_going_commando]
<Risky>+2

Following dialogue only if Myriam went without panties ([ch3_going_commando])
Does Myriam change her mind?

• "Yeah, I think I better put back some panties..."
[ch3_going_commando_change_her_mind]
<Risky>-1

• "No, it's risky but it's exciting!" ֍
<Dominance>+2

Following only if Myriam changed her mind about panties ([ch3_going_commando_change_her_mind])
Does Myriam forget to put back her panties?

• "Nope!"
[ch3_going_commando], [ch3_sexy_thong]
<Willpower>+1

• "What?"
[ch3_forgot_she_dont_have_any_panties]
<Willpower>-1

Cop Double Date
Long sequence with multiple branches: Unlike the Night at the Museum, getting completely wasted (Drinks 
8+) isn't strictly better in terms of sex scenes but instead leads to a different scenes: elevator sex scene if 
not wasted, morning after sex if wasted. Even leaving early can lead to a 1:1 scene with Mike that's not 
available otherwise. 

I recommend to do a hard save here and check out the different paths (esp. getting wasted) that lead to 
different sex scenes - don't just follow the one marked with ֍. Also affects how the 2nd cop date later will 
play out
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Cop Double Date: Driveing to the Club

What's Myriam' reaction?
• "Is he checking me out!?" ֍

[ch3_noticed_armstrong_checking_her_out] 
<Dirtyness>+1, Danny+1
How does she feel?
◦ "No, it must be my imagination..." 

<Trust>+1, Danny+1
◦ "Well, I must have done something right then..." ֍

<Willpower>+1, Danny+1
◦ "That's a bit rude..."

[ch3_disliked_being_checked_out]
Danny-2

◦ "God! If he keep looking at me like that..." 
<Lust>+1, Danny+1

◦ "But he's quite hot himself!" 
[ch3_checking_armstrong_out]
Danny+4

• "He's quite hot in his civilian clothes!"
[ch3_checking_armstrong_out]
Danny+4

• "Where's officer Johnson?"
<Trust+2>, Danny+1

How does Myriam feel about his hand?
• "It's a sweet touch." Danny+1 ֍
• "It's a bit much, but he's trying to be nice."
• "It's uncomfortable, but it's coming from a good place." Danny-1

Cop Double Date: Club

Story progress: Mike+1, Drinks+1, Danny+1

With whom does Myriam end up talking more?
• "Mike." Mike+2 ֍

What's Myriam reaction?
◦ "He's quite charming." Mike+1 ֍
◦ "It's just an accident." <Trust>+1
◦ "He's a bit cocky!" Mike-1

• "Danny." Danny+2
What's Myriam reaction?
◦ "He's quite manly." Danny+1
◦ "It's just an accident." <Trust>+1
◦ "He's a bit cocky!" Danny-1

Does Myriam keep drinking?
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• "No, sorry, I already had too much to drink!" <Willpower>+1 ֍
• "Ok, maybe just one more!" Drinks+1

Cop Double Date: Dancefloor

Choices look complicated, but basically Myriam can dance with one cop, then with the other, then with 
both (or with one cop, then with both) or stop dancing at any step. Example: Tease with Dany with Mike, 
switch to Dany, then dance with both. 

Does Myriam dance with him?
• "Why not! We're friendly enough now to do some dirty dancing..." 

req: [ch3_disliked_being_checked_out] or Drinks 4+
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing], [ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_with_danny]
<Risky>+1, Danny+1, <Lust>+1
Does Myriam dance with both?
◦ "God! This is crazy, but this feels so exciting and hot!"

[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich]
<Lust>+2, <Willpower>+1

◦ "God! It feels so dirty, but I don't want to kill the mood!"
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich], [ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_begrudgingly]
<Willpower>+0, <Dirtyness>+1

◦ "Let's make no jealous and change partner..."
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_with_mike],
<Dominance>-1, Mike+1, <Lust>+1, 
Does Myriam dance with both?
▪ "God! This is crazy, but this feels so exciting and hot!"

[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich]
<Lust>+2, <Willpower>+1

▪ "God! It feels so dirty, but I don't want to kill the mood!"
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich], [ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_begrudgingly]
<Willpower>+0, <Dirtyness>+1

▪ "No, sorry! But it kind of make me feel like a tool now..." req: Drinks 3-
Danny-1, <Dirtyness>-1

◦ "No, sorry! But it kind of make me feel like a tool now..." req: Drinks 3-
Danny-1, <Dirtyness>-1

• "It feels kind of uncomfortable, but I don't want to kill the mood..."
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing], [ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_with_danny], 
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_begrudgingly]
<Willpower>-1, Danny+1, <Dirtyness>+1
Does Myriam dance with both?
◦ "God! It feels so dirty, but I don't want to kill the mood!"

[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich]
<Willpower>+0, <Dirtyness>+1

◦ "Let's make no jealous and change partner..."
<Dominance>-1, Mike+1, <Dirtyness>+1, 
Does Myriam dance with both?
▪ "God! It feels so dirty, but I don't want to kill the mood!"
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[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich]
<Willpower>+0, <Dirtyness>+1

▪ "No, sorry! But it kind of make me feel like a tool now..." req: Drinks 3-
Danny-1, <Dirtyness>-1

◦ "No, sorry! But it kind of make me feel like a tool now..." req: Drinks 3-
[ch3_dirty_dancing_cut_short]
<Dirtyness>+1, Danny-1

• "Is he not being a little cocky! Let's tease him and dance with Mike..." ֍
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing], [ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_with_mike]
Danny-1, Mike+2, <Risky>+1, <Lust>+1
Does Myriam dance with both?
◦ "God! This is crazy, but this feels so exciting and hot!"

[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich]
<Lust>+2, <Willpower>+1

◦ "God! It feels so dirty, but I don't want to kill the mood!"
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich], [ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich]
<Willpower>+0, <Dirtyness>+1

◦ "Let's make no jealous and change partner..." ֍
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_with_dany]
<Dominance>-1, Danny+1, <Lust>+1, 
Does Myriam dance with both?
▪ "God! This is crazy, but this feels so exciting and hot!" ֍

[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich]
<Lust>+2, <Willpower>+1

▪ "God! It feels so dirty, but I don't want to kill the mood!"
[ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_sandwich], [ch3_did_some_dirty_dancing_begrudgingly]
<Willpower>+0, <Dirtyness>+1

▪ "No, sorry! But it kind of make me feel like a tool now..." req: Drinks 3-
Danny-1, <Dirtyness>-1

◦ "No, sorry! But it kind of make me feel like a tool now..." req: Drinks 3-
Danny-1, <Dirtyness>-1

• "Sorry! I don't want to kill the mood, but it's not happening..." 
req: [ch3_checking_armstrong_out] and Drinks 3-
<Dirtyness>-1, Danny-1

Cop Double Date: Cooldown

Does Myriam take one for the road?
• "Why not, I think I need a drink!"

<Addiction>+1, <Drinks>+1
• "No, better not, I should calm down for tonight." ֍

<Willpower>+1

Does Myriam call it a night?
• "Yeah, maybe I should call it a night..."

[ch3_call_it_quits]
<Risky>-1
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• "I don't know, maybe it's just in my head..."
<Trust>+1

• "No, we're just having fun..." ֍
<Risky>+1

Listening in requires: <Curiosity> 15+ and Drinks 4-
Does Myriam sneak in to try and listen to them?

• "What can they be talking about?" ֍
[ch3_heard_the_two_cops_talking]
<Curiosity>+1
Does Myriam take Danny's remark badly?
◦ "What the fuck! Are they for real!?"

[ch3_call_it_quits]
Danny-7, Mike-1, <Trust>-1, <Submissiveness>-2
go to Cop Double Date: Going Home Early

◦ "No, stop! It's just the alcohol talking..." ֍
<Trust>+1
if [ch3_call_it_quits]: <Dominance>+1, Danny-3
▪ Submissiveness 24-: <Submissiveness>-2, Danny-2

go to Cop Double Date: Going Home Early
▪ otherwise: <Dominance>-2, <Submissiveness>+2, Drinks+1

• "It's not my business, let's just join them."
<Curiosity>-1

if [ch3_call_it_quits]: <Willpower>+1, Danny-2
• Submissiveness 24-: <Submissiveness>-2, Danny-2

go to Cop Double Date: Going Home Early
• otherwise: <Dominance>-2, <Submissiveness>+2, Drinks+1

if Myriam didn't [ch3_call_it_quits]: 
Does Myriam take another drink?

• "Thank you, but I've got enough." ֍ 
<Willpower>+1

• "Ok, but just one then..."
Drinks+1

Cop Double Date: Dirty Dancing 

What's Myriam consommation of alcohol for the rest of the night?
• "No more drinking." <Willpower>+1 ֍
• "Nursing a drink." Drinks+1
• "Follow the boys." Drinks+2
• "Sinking the bottle." <Addiction>+1, Drinks+3

Does Myriam let the boys get closer or keep things calm?
• "No dirty dancing." req: Drinks 5-

Mike+2, <Happyness>+1
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jmp ch3_update5
• "Letting things get dirtier." ֍

Danny+1, Mike+1, <Risky>+1
◦ if Drinks 8+: [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered] (skip Elevator), <Lust>+1
◦ if Drinks 7-: 

Does Myriam accept his proposition?
▪ "God! I have to stop here!"

[ch3_call_it_quits], [ch3_double_cop_date_feeling_guilty]
<Risky>-1, <Willpower>+1, Danny-4, Mike+1, <Happyness>-1, <Sadness>+2
(skip rest of Cop Double Date)

▪ "God! This is crazy!" ֍
<Risky>+1

Cop Double Date: Hotel Elevator

Skip this if Myriam is completely wasted  [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered]

Story progress: <Dirtyness>+1, <Lust>+2
Depending on choices during date preparation: 
if [ch3_going_commando] and [ch3_forgot_she_dont_have_any_panties]: Danny+3, <Dirtyness>+1
if [ch3_going_commando] and [ch3_forgot_she_dont_have_any_panties]: Danny+3, <Lust>+1
if [ch3_sexy_thong]: Danny+2
if [ch3_simple_thong]: Danny+1

How does Myriam react?
• "God! This is crazy, but I'm feeling so excited also..." ֍

[ch3_elevator_fun]
Danny+1, <Risky>+1
Does Myriam let him try?
◦ "God! He's going to kill me with that thing..."֍

[ch3_try_on_just_the_tip]
<Submissiveness>+1, Danny+2, <Anal>+1, <Pain>+1
Does Myriam let him push forward?
▪ "God! I'm going to feel it..." ֍

<Anal>+1, <Pain>+1
Almost anal in elevator (just the tip)

▪ "Relax, he's going to pull out in a moment..."
[ch3_surprise_anal_attack]
<Trust>+1, <Pain>+1
Almost anal in elevator (just the tip)

▪ "Wait! What!?"
<Willpower>+1

◦ "God! No, I'm not ready enough for that size..."
<Submissiveness>-1, Danny+1

• "They're so excited, it doesn't look like they'll take no for an answer..."
[ch3_elevator_fun]
Danny+1, <Submissiveness>+1
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Does Myriam let him try?
◦ "God! He's going to kill me with that thing..."

[ch3_try_on_just_the_tip]
<Submissiveness>+1, Danny+2, <Anal>+1, <Pain>+1
Does Myriam let him push forward?
▪ "God! I'm going to feel it..."

<Anal>+1, <Pain>+1
Almost anal in elevator (just the tip)

▪ "Relax, he's going to pull out in a moment..."
[ch3_surprise_anal_attack]
<Trust>+1, <Pain>+1
Almost anal in elevator (just the tip)

▪ "Wait! What!?"
<Willpower>+1

◦ "God! No, I'm not ready enough for that size..."
<Submissiveness>-1, Danny+1

• "They look so excited, but maybe I can calm them down..."
[ch3_elevator_fun], [ch3_put_on_her_knees]
Danny-1, <Trust>+1, <Dirtyness>+1

• "I've got to calm things down a notch here..." req: Drinks 4-
<Willpower>+1, <Dominance>+1, Danny-2

Skip this if Myriam didn't choose "I've got to calm things down a notch here...": ֍
Elevator Blowjob 
Danny+2, Mike+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Interracial>+1, <Deepthroat>+2, <Exhibitionist>+1, 
<Dirtyness+1>

Cop Double Date: Hotel Room

if Myriam is wasted [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered]: Danny+1, <Lust>+1

Long sex scene with Dany & Mike (slightly different if drunk) ֍
Danny+2, Mike+2, <Big Dick>+2, <Dirtyness>+2, <Group>+3, <Oral>+2, <Cum>+3, <Lust>+1, 
<Deepthroat>+2, <Creampie>+3, <Pain>+1, <Interracial>+1, <Anal>+1, <Rough>+1
if [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered]

• if [ch3_surprise_anal_attack]: <Submissiveness>+1
• otherwise: <Lust>+1

Depending on Myriams drunkenness [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered]
• If Myriam isn't wasted, she leaves: Dabny+5, Mike+1, <Submissiveness>+1
• If Myriam is wasted, Dany continues to have sex with her after Mike leaves: 

Sex all night with Dany
Danny+2, <Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Interracial>+1
Next morning: 
More sex with Dany
Dany+7, <Submissiveness>+3, <Big Dick>+1, <Anal>+1, <Rough>+2, <Lust>+2, <Interracial>+2, 
<Dirtyness>+1, <Cum>+2, <Oral>+1, <Happyness>+1
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Cop Double Date: Going Home Early

only available if Myriam goes home early during the Cop Double Date: Cooldown chapter. 

story progress: Mike+1

Does Myriam accept his offer?
• "Why not? It wasn't his fault..."

Mike+2, <Dominance>+1
Does Myriam let go of her anger?
◦ "I should let it go..."

[ch3_kissed_mike]
<Willpower>-1, Mike+1
Does Myriam ignore what happened?
▪ "Yes, it felt nice, but let's leave it at that..."

<Lust>-1, <Happyness>-1, <Sadness>+1
▪ "Fuck it! I'm feeling horny..."

[ch3_inviting_mike_inside]
Hot sex with Mike while being watched by Katherine
Mike+7, Katherine+4, <Lust>+2, <Oral>+1, <Cum>+3, <Vanilla>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, 
<Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Happyness>+1

◦ "No, I'm entitled to how I feel..."
[ch3_double_cop_date_feeling_pissed]
<Willpower>+2, Mike-2, <Sadness>+1

• "No! It would feel like backing down..."
[ch3_double_cop_date_feeling_pissed]
<Willpower>+2, <Dominance>+1, <Sadness>+1

Walking Cassius

only happens if Myriam doesn't go to the Cop Double Date. Sex scenes require the Prometheus patch and 
[ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person]

Story progress: Cassius+2 

Does Myriam ventured into the wood?
• "I should go have a look, he could be trapped..." ֍

Cassius+1
◦ [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] and Prometheus patch ֍

Licked by Coline
Cassius+2, <Bestiality>+2, <Lust>+1
▪ only if [ch3_cassius_top_dog]:  ֍

[ch3_cassius_sharing_is_caring]
Sex with both Cassius and Colin
Cassius-2, <Submissiveness>+1, <Dominance>-2, <Dirtyness>+4, <Rough>+1, <Pain>+1, 
<Bestiality>+3, <Creampie>+2, <Lust>+1
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Later: Doalot+3, Cassius+1, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1
◦ [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person]:

Cassius+3, Doalot+3, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1
• "I should just keep walking, he'll catch on later..."

Doalot+3, Cassius+2, <Risky>-1, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1

Next Morning at home

Skip this if Myriam was wasted [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered] during the double date with the 
cops (if so, she is at the hotel)

Story progress: <Sadness>-1

if [ch2_i_am_a_furry_nice_person] and Prometheus patch: 
Sex scene with Cassius
Cassius+1, <Anal>+1, <Bestiality>+3, <Rough>+1, <Creampie>+1, <Submissiveness>+1

Story progress: Katherine+1 

Getting ready for the day

How does Myriam feel about her choice?
• "I've had enough of being the modest girl!" ֍

<Dominance>+1
• "Doctor Silver said I had to work on myself!"

<Submissiveness>+1
• "This will clearly make some heads turn!" ֍

<Exhibitionist>+1

if Myriam took the briefcase in chapter 2 [ch2_took_the_briefcase] and sent a text [ch2_sent_a_text]
What does Myriam chose to do?

• "No, this is really too sketchy..." 
[ch3_bringing_the_briefcase_to_the_police]
<Willpower>+1

• "No, it's too important..." ֍֍
[ch3_bringing_the_briefcase_back]
<Trust>+1

• "No, I'll just get rid of it... (End of the line of events.)"
[ch3_putting_the_briefcase_to_the_bin]
<Willpower>+1

otherwise the event line ends (automatic [ch3_putting_the_briefcase_to_the_bin])
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Lawyers Office

Does Myriam talk about the home made porn?
• "Even if it's a small chance I have to take it..." ֍֍

[ch3_shared_the_home_made_porn] (this will open extra option at the court later)
<Dirtyness>+2, <Trust>+1

• "No, it's too intimate and embarrassing..."
<Dirtyness>-2

Story progress: Dave+1, <Sadness>-1

Photoshot at Francis

Story progress: Francis+2, <Happyness>+1

What will be Myriam's choice to set the mood?
• "Something bold." req: [ch2_boob_shot_erased]  (Myriam didn't delete risky pics before) ֍֍

[ch3_starting_photo_shoot_bold]
Francis+2, <Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

• "Something mild."
[ch3_starting_photo_shoot_mild]
Francis+1, <Risky>-1

Story progress: <Happyness>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

Depending on Myriams boldness: 
• [ch3_starting_photo_shoot_bold]:

How does Myriam go?
◦ "Let's go "au naturel"!" req: <Exhibitionist> 30+ ֍֍

[ch3_full_on_daring]
Francis+1, Flint+3, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Willpower>+1
[ch3_did_the_lingerie_series]

◦ "Let's put the swimsuit on!"
Flint+2, <Exhibitionist>-1, <Willpower>+1

• [ch3_starting_photo_shoot_mild]:
Flint+2, <Willpower>+1

if Myriam isn't [ch3_full_on_daring] (otherwise she is automatically ok with lingerie shot):
Does Myriam feel like dong the lingerie series?

• "Yeah! I'm fine with it." ֍֍
[ch3_did_the_lingerie_series]

• "Well, if you don't mind, maybe next time. (End of the line of events.)"
Francis+2, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1, <Lust>+1
(but skip the rest of this scene)

Story progress (lingerie shot): Flint+3, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Risky>+1, <Lust>+1
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Does Myriam accept Flint's offer?
• "Why not, it sounds like fun..." ֍֍

[ch3_flints_muse]
Flint+2, <Risky>+2

• "I don't know, it's a bit too much for me I think... (End of the line of events.)"
Flint-2, <Risky>-2

Story progress (end of shooting): Francis+2, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1, <Lust>+1

Coffee Break with Nubia

Story progress: Nubia+2

Does Myriam invite her for a coffee?
• "Maybe I could invite her for a coffee..." ֍֍

[ch3_invited_nubia_for_coffee]
Nubia+2, <Sapphic>+2, <Curiosity>+1

• "Better let her get back to her life, she must be pretty busy. (End of the line of events.)"
<Sapphic>+1

Dark Alley Assault

Story progress: <Happyness>-1, <Dirtyness>+1

Depending how good Myriam is at self-defense: 
• If her skills are high <Fighting> 5+, she fights by default: ֍

<Fighting>+1
• If they are <Fighting> 4- its a choice: 

Does Myriam fight back?
◦ "Make scrambled eggs!" ֍

<Dominance>+1, <Fighting>+1
◦ "Scream with the little breath you still got!"

<Dominance>-1

Story progess: Aiden+1, <Sadness>+3

What does Myriam do?
• "Kick his balls!" ֍֍

[ch3_kick_one]
<Sadness>-1
What does Myriam do now?
◦ "Kick his balls again!" ֍֍

[ch3_kick_two]
<Sadness>-1
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What does Myriam do now?
▪ "Third time's the charm!" ֍

[ch3_kick_three_the_charm]
<Sadness>-1

▪ "Finally let it go! He doesn't deserve more of my energy..." ֍
<Willpower>+1

◦ "Let it go! He doesn't deserve more of my energy..."
<Willpower>+1

• "Let it go! He doesn't deserve my energy..."
<Willpower>+1

Story progress: Aiden+3, <Dirtyness>+1
if Myriam helped Aiden in chapter 1 [ch1_help_street_urchin]: Aiden+2

Police Station 

Story progress: Dave+2

if Myriam wanted to bring the briefcase back, she can decide to involve the police (if she didn't before):
Does Myriam decide to talk about the briefcase to Detective Anderson?

• "Maybe it would be best to talk about the briefcase to him." ֍
[ch3_bringing_the_briefcase_to_the_police]
<Willpower>+1

• "No, I should stick to the plan." ֍
<Trust>+1

If Myriam has the briefcase and talks about it with Dave [ch3_bringing_the_briefcase_to_the_police]:
Does Myriam decide to take the risk?

• "No, I can't, I don't want to push this any further. (End of the line of events.)"
Dave+0, <Happyness>-1

• "Maybe I should help before somebody else get hurt." ֍
[ch3_catching_a_spy]
Dave+4

The Briefcase and the Spy
scene only available if Myriam decided to help the police or trusted the "spy", otherwise skip  

Does Myriam follow him?
• "No! This is too weird and dangerous! (End of the line of events.)"

[ch3_stopping_the_stranger_1st_occasion]
<Trust>-2, <Submissivenes>-2, <Dominance>+2
◦ if Police was involved [ch3_catching_a_spy], get debriefed: 

Dave+4, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1
(skip rest of the scene)
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• "I have to follow him..." ֍֍
<Trust>+2

Depending on police involvement:
• with police support [ch3_catching_a_spy]: <Willpower>+2
• otherwise: <Submissiveness>+1, <Trust>+2

Does Myriam put on the hooker outfit?
• "I have to do it..." ֍֍

[ch3_played_the_hooker]
◦ with police support [ch3_catching_a_spy]: <Willpower>+2
◦ otherwise: <Submissiveness>+2

• "No! This is too weird and dangerous! (End of the line of events.)"
[ch3_stopping_the_stranger_2nd_occasion]
<Willpower>+1
◦ if police was involved [ch3_catching_a_spy], get debriefed: 

Dave+4, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1
(skip rest of the scene)

How does Myriam feel about the situation?
• "Ashamed."

<Dirtyness>+1
• "Excited." ֍֍

<Lust>+1
• "Scared."

<Sadness>+1

if police was involved [ch3_catching_a_spy]: 
What does Myriam do about her mic?

• "Leave it here."
[ch3_mic_still_on]
<Willpower>-1

• "Leave it near the door." ֍
[ch3_mic_near_the_door], [ch3_mic_still_on]
<Willpower>+1

• "Put it on." [ch3_first_game_over]
[ch3_mic_still_on]
<Willpower>+2

Story progress: <Dirtyness>+2

Depending on where Myriam hid the microphone (if there is police involvement): 
• Myriam kept the microphone on her body [ch3_mic_still_on]

[ch3_first_game_over]
<Trust>-3, <Sadness>+3
(Myriam is discovered and killed, automatically jump to the mic decision again)

• otherwise: ֍֍ 
Rough sex scene with dealer and spy
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<Dirtyness>+5, <Willpower>+1, <Lust>+1, <Oral>+1, <Interracial>+2, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+4, 
<Cum>+4, <Pain>+2, <Anal>+1, <Group>+1, <Sadness>+3
◦ if police is involved: Dave+4, <Willpower>+2, <Sadness>-1, ֍
◦ otherwise:<Sadness>+1, <Submissiveness>+2 ֍

Blowjob for the spy
<Trust>+2, <Sadness>-1, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Happyness>-1

Unwinding on a wild horse

Story progress: Hammer+1, <Happyness>+3, <Sadness>-3, <Exhibitionist>+2 

If Myriam swam naked in chapter 2 [ch2_no_naked_swimming], the kids will be back: 
Does Myriam hear the kids?

• "God! What's that!?"
[ch3_heard_the_kids]
<Trust>-1
Does Myriam stop the kids?
◦ "God! It's just kids!" req: [ch2_scolded_the_four_peepers] ֍

[ch3_kids_bukkake]
<Submissiveness>+2, 
Bukkake while pretending to sleep
Hammer+2, <Submissiveness>+2, <Dirtyness>+2, <Willpower>+2, <Cum>+4

◦ "God! I can't let the kids going further!"
[ch3_stopped_the_kids]
<Willpower>+2, <Happyness>+1

• "Zzzzzz!" ֍
[ch3_sleeped_through]
<Trust>+1
Sleeping Bukkake
Hammer+1, <Dirtyness>+1, <Cum>+2, <Sadness>+1

if Myriam has a thing for Cum (Cum 30+) and the Bukkake happened:
Does Myriam reflexively taste the cum?

• "I'm curious how it tastes..." ֍֍
[ch3_tasted_the_kids_cum]
<Lust>+1, <Cum>+2

• "Still, let's get this off me!"
<Cum>-5

if [ch2_took_care_of_the_hammer] and Prometheus patch is enabled: 
Does Myriam take care of Hammer little problem again?

• "Let's find a little discreet spot and take care of him..." ֍֍
[ch3_took_care_of_the_hammer_again]
Blowjob for Hammer
Hammer+2, <Bestiality>+3, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1
How does Myriam control the situation?
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◦ "I can't let him push that thing in my pussy!" ֍֍
[ch3_getting_hammered]
<Submissiveness>+2
Anal sex with Hammer
Hammer+2, <Bestiality>+3, <Anal>+3, <Rough>+3, <Pain>+3, <Creampie>+3, <Sadness>+1

◦ "I can't let him push that thing inside me!"
<Willpower>+1

• "Let's just walk for a bit this time..."
<Bestiality>-1

Back at the Stables

Story progress: Jose+1, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1

Does Myriam take the extra service?
• "God! Yes, please!" ֍֍

[ch3_extra_service_at_the_stables]
Happy finish fingering by Jose
Jose+1, <Lust>+2, <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1
Does Myriam gives in to her urge? 
◦ "And why the heck not!" ֍֍

[ch3_serviced_the_masseur]
Blowjob for Jose
Jose+3, <Lust>+2, <Dominance>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, 

◦ "No, calm down Myriam!"
<Lust>-2

• "No, thank you."
<Lust>-2

Story progress: <Sadness>-1, <Happyness>+1, 

Back home

Story progress: Katherine+2, William+1, <Lust>+1
extra Katherine+1 if [ch3_inviting_mike_inside] or [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered]

if Myriam bought a butt plug earlier [ch3_butt_plug]: 
Does Myriam put on the butt plug? ֍֍

• "And why the heck not!"
[ch3_try_the_butt_plug]
<Lust>+1, <Anal>+1

• "No, it's a bad idea, it's not the time for this..."
<Lust>-1

Story progress: Katherine+2, <Happyness>+1
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Date with Mr. Little
Requires to have accepted the date ([ch3_dinner_with_cleavon]), otherwise skip to next chapter

Story progress: Cleavon+3, <Sadness>+1, <Happyness>+1

How does Myriam feel about it?
• "It's just a misunderstanding..." ֍

<Trust>+1
• "I can't blame for just a look..."

Cleavon-1
• "I don't really mind..." ֍

<Lust>+1

Story progress: Cleavon+1

Does Myriam accept or get back home?
• "Why not!" ֍֍

[ch3_nightcap_with_cleavon]
Sex with Cleavon
Cleavon+9, <Lust>+3, <Big Dick>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+2, <Cum>+2, <Happyness>+1, 
<Interracial>+1, <Rough>+2
How does Myriam answer?
◦ "It's ok..."

Cleavon+0
◦ "I loved it!" ֍֍

[ch3_loved_getting_blacked]
Cleavon+4, <Interracial>+1, <Lust>+1
if [ch3_try_the_butt_plug]: extra <Dirtyness>+1
Anal sex with Cleavon
<Anal>+2, <Interracial>+2, <Lust>+3, <Rough>+2, <Dirtyness>+2, <Pain>+2, <Creampie>+1, 
<Happyness>+1

◦ "Well, it's ok but..."
[ch3_cleavon_too_rough]
Cleavon-1

• "Not sure it's a good idea... (End of the line of events.)"
Cleavon-2

Story progress: Cleavon+1
If Myriam was just having dinner she gets <Happyness>+1, if the date ended with sex its <Happyness>+2

Cheering up William 

Story progess (just listening to his worries): William+3 
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How does Myriam react?
• "Better leave things here..." ֍

<Lust>-1
• "Maybe I could lift his spirit a bit..." requires [ch3_cheered_up_william_with_sex] or 

[ch3_blew_william_at_school] ֍
Handjob for William
[ch3_cheered_up_william_with_sex_again]
William+2, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1
if Myriam Cum-Kink is big enough (Cum 60+), get another <Cum>+1 for licking it up  

Masturbation scene with dildo. Which one depends on her decision earlier on: [ch3_dildo_vanilla], 
[ch3_dildo_big_mamba], [ch3_dildo_weird] - no point difference, all will give her 
Edward+1 (was his suggestion), <Sadness>-1, <Lust>+1, <Happyness>+1

Story progress (next morning): William+1, <Sadness>+1
If Myriam has a buttplug [ch3_butt_plug] or even tested it already [ch3_try_the_butt_plug], she gets 
<Lust>+1

Hospital and Bobo's Fate

Depending on whether Myriam gave Bobo a sexy incentive (handjob or blowjob) to stay in hospital in 
chapter 2 or not, his fate is very different: 

• if she didn't [ch2_took_care_of_bobo], he left the hospital and died
<Sadness>+1
What does Myriam do?
◦ "I should go look for him..." 

[ch3_myriam_found_dead_bobo]
Dave+3, <Willpower>+1, <Sadness>+3, <Happyness>-3

◦ "I should call Lucy..."
[ch3_lucy_found_dead_bobo]
<Trust>+1, <Sadness>+3, <Happyness>-3

• if she did [ch2_took_care_of_bobo], Bobo is alive and still at the hospital.  
Bobo+3
Myriam helps Bobo take a leak which can remind her of her golden shower experience: 
◦ if she just saw it <Golden>+1
◦ if she participated <Golden>+2
Handjob for Bobo
Bobo+3
if Myriam swallowed his cum in chhapter 2 [ch2_swallowed_bobos_cum], she will swallow it again 
for extra Bobo+1, <Cum>+1

If Bobo is alive or Myriam didn't look for him by herself, she gets William+1 for talking with him

Pool with the boys
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Pool with the boys: Preparation

Story progress (thinking about Anthony, groped by Marc): Marc-1, <Sadness>+1

(Note: In the following branch, [ch2_marcs_sub_whore] might be unintentional but i kept true with the in-
game code. Might change in future updates.) 

If Myriam is not Marc's sub [ch2_marcs_sub_whore] or is in a fun sex [ch2_marcs_fun_whore] relationship 
with him, he asks her to put on a hot bikini for <Dirtiness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1. If not, skip next question
How Myriam does answer? 

• "Just say yes to shut him up!" 
Marc+1, <Willpower>+1

• "Begrudgingly say yes to help him." ֍
Marc+1, <Submissiveness>+1

• "No, that's too much!"
[ch3_say_no_to_the_sexy_swimsuit] (changes a line of dialogue, she can change her mind)
Marc-1, <Dominance>+1

How does Myriam join the kids?
• "No, I'm just fine as I am..." 

<Willpower>+1
Skip to Pool with the Boys: Joining the kids

• "Yeah, maybe I could change into a swimsuit..." ֍֍
[ch3_join_the_kids_in_bikini]
<Lust>+1

Does Myriam go for the bikini?
• "No, I can't, that's too much..."

[ch3_join_the_kids_in_bikini]
<Lust>-2
Skip to Pool with the Boys: Joining the kids

• "Well, it's definitely sexy..." requires <Lust> 40+ ֍֍
<Willpower>+1

• "You're doing it for him..."
[ch3_in_bikini_begrudgingly]
<Submissiveness>+1

Does Myriam remember that her bikini is seethrough when wet?
• "Nope!" ֍

<Trust>+1
• "Wait! Doesn't that bikini have something peculiar?" ֍

[ch3_theres_something_with_this_bikini]
<Trust>-1

• "Wait! I can't go down with that bikini!?" 
[ch3_in_bikini_begrudgingly], [ch3_join_the_kids_in_bikini]
<Lust>-2

Only if Myriam has tried the anal plug [ch3_try_the_butt_plug]:
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Does Myriam remember that she still has her anal plug on?
• "Nope!" ֍

[ch3_sexy_and_plugged], [ch3_forgot_the_plug]
<Trust>+1

• "Wait! The anal plug!" requires <Lust> 50+ ֍
(that's actually the decision to keep it on deliberately)
[ch3_sexy_and_plugged]
<Lust>+3

• "Oh my god! Wait! The anal plug!"
<Lust>-1

Pool with the boys: Joining the kids

Story progess: If Myriam put on a bikini [ch3_join_the_kids_in_bikini], gain Marc+2, Nick+2. Otherwise its 
Nick+1, Marc-3. 

Continue if Myriam put on a bikini[ch3_join_the_kids_in_bikini], otherwise skip to Pool with the Boys: Back
inside.

If Myriam remembers her bikini is see-through, she gets the following choice (otherwise she automatically 
goes for a swim):
What does Myriam do?

• "I can't go swim like this!"
Marc-1, <Lust>-2
skip to Pool with the Boys: Back Inside

• "It's too late now..." requires [ch3_in_bikini_begrudgingly] ֍
<Lust>+1

Pool with the boys: Swimming & Sunbathing

Story progress: <Sadness>-1, Nick+2, Marc+2
Get <Willpower>+1 if Myriam knows [ch3_theres_something_with_this_bikini], otherwise <Lust>+1

Does Myriam stay with them?
• "Why not, it can just dry off with the sun..." ֍֍

<Lust>+1
• "No, I better get back inside..." 

[ch3_heading_back_inside_in_wet_bikini]
Marc-1, <Lust>-1
skip to Pool with the Boys: Back Inside

Does Myriam accept the offer?
• "Why not, that's nice of him to offer." ֍

<Trust>+1
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• "Oh! I think I see him coming here..." ֍
<Willpower>+1

• "No, I better not..."
[ch3_heading_back_inside_in_wet_bikini]
Marc-1, <Lust>-2
skip to Pool with the Boys: Back Inside

Story progress (putting on sunscreen): <Exhibitionist>+1,  
Depending on Myriams relationship with Marc

• If she is [ch2_marcs_fun_whore] or [ch2_marcs_sub_whore]: ֍
Anal teasing with or without plug
Marc+1, <Dirtyness>+4, <Submissiveness>+2
If Myriam wears the anal plug [ch3_sexy_and_plugged], get different teasing and 
extra relationship points Marc+2 
Submissive anal sex with Nick and Marc (Marc in control)
Marc+1, Nick+4, <Submissiveness>+2, <Dominance>-2, <Exhibitionist>+4, <Anal>+2, <Dirtiness>+3, 
<Cum>+2, <Lust>+2, <Rough>+1, <Sadness>+1

• otherwise: ֍
Myriam dominates the boys while directing their masturbation & later Nicks rimming of her ass
[ch3_dominated_the_boys]
Marc+6, Nick+8, <Willpower>+4, <Dominance>+5, <Submissiveness>-2, <Dirtiness>+1, <Cum>+1, 
<Lust>+2
Does Myriam give in to her urges?
◦ "God! Fuck it! I want his cock in my ass!" ֍

[ch3_anal_with_nick]
Dominant anal sex with Nick while Marc has to watch only
Nick+5, Marc-3, <Lust>+2, <Anal>+1, <Dominance>+3, <Rough>+1, <Willpower>+3, 
<Happyness>+2, <Cum>+1, 

◦ "No, I better calm things down before I lose control over the situation."
<Lust>-1, <Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1

Pool with the boys: Back inside

Note: Update from 3.07 to 3.08 happened here, there are no decisions but just jump points to continue the 
previous paths. Two sex scenes are easily missed since you only get them if Myriam didn't put on a bikini or 
went inside when noticing its see-through (breaking off the pool scene early)

Depending on previous choices
• if Myriam didn't join the boys in a bikini [ch3_join_the_kids_in_bikini] 

◦ and [ch2_marcs_fun_whore] or [ch2_marcs_sub_whore]
[ch3_no_naughty_pool_time]
continue with Labyrinth Dreams

◦ otherwise: continue with Pool with the boys: Kitchen
• otherwise: 

◦ [ch3_heading_back_inside_in_bikini] or [ch3_heading_back_inside_in_wet_bikini]
continue with Pool with the boys: Taking a Shower 

◦ [ch3_dominated_by_the_boys]
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continue with Pool with the boys: Maid lingerie
◦ [ch3_20_leading_the_boys]

continue with Pool with the boys: Sex for grades

Pool with the boys: Kitchen 

See previous scene (back inside) for the requirements

Submissive anal sex scene with Marc over the kitchen sink 
Marc-1, <Sadness>+1, <Anal>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 
if Myriam wears the anal plug [ch3_try_the_butt_plug], get Marc+1

continue with Pool with the boys: Maid lingerie 

Pool with the boys: Taking a Shower 

See scene "Pool with the boys: Back Inside" for requirements 

Depending on Myriams relationship with Marc: 
• If Myriam is [ch2_marcs_fun_whore] or [ch2_marcs_sub_whore], Marc will join her:

Submissive anal sex with Marc in the shower
Marc-1, <Sadness>+1, <Anal>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Submissiveness>+1 

• otherwise, continue with Labyrinth Dreams 

Pool with the boys: Maid lingerie 

This scene happens if Myriam was dominated at the pool [ch3_dominated_by_the_boys] or if she had sex 
with Marc in the kitchen or shower just before this scene. ֍

Extended group sex scene with Marc and Nick wearing maid lingerie costume. while watching her sex 
videos with Anthony.
Nick+2, Marc+2, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Dirtiness>+3, <Submissiveness>+2, <Oral>+1, <Cum>+3, <Lust>+1, 
<Group>+1, <Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Creampie>+1

Story progress(Marc triggers mamma bear instinct to protect Katherine):
Marc-2, <Submissiveness>-2, <Happiness>-3, <Dominance>+1, <Sadness>+1

continue with Labyrinth Dreams

Pool with the boys: Sex for grades

Scene requires Myriam dominating the boys at the pool [ch3_dominated_the_boys]. 

What does Myriam decide?
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• "It's worth a shot..." ֍
[ch3_sex_for_grades]
Nick+2, Marc+4, <Lust>+1

• "No, I better not..."
Marc+1, <Willpower>+1

Labyrinth Dreams
Story progress(rest after pool chapter): <Happyness>+1 

Depending on your decisions in the mystery club early in the game, the exploration of the labyrinth and 
subsequent sex scene is automatically skipped [ch1_show_me_weird_things], automatically triggered 
[ch1_show_me_weird_things] or you get a decision whether you want it to happen 
[ch1_but_give_me_choice_because_I_am_a_coward]. 

Story progress(exploring the labyrinth): <Curiosity>+1
Sex scene of chained Myriam with the Minotaur
<Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+2, <Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+2, <Creampie>+1, <Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Pain>+1, 

Story progress(waking up, talking with Katherine): Katherine+2

Lucy's MMA Fight and Date

Story progress (Lucy kicks ass in MMA fight): Lucy+3
Story progress (Lucy at home): Lucy+1

Depending on Bobos fate: 
• Myriam found him dead [ch3_myriam_found_dead_bobo]: Lucy+1, <Sadness>+1
• Lucy found him dead [ch3_lucy_found_dead_bobo]: Lucy+1
• he is alive: Lucy+1

Does Myriam gives in to the mood?
• "God! I just want to kiss her..." ֍֍

[ch3_staying_the_night_at_lucys]
<Sapphic>+2
Oral, fingering & fisting sex scene with Lucy
Lucy+2, <Lust>+2, <Sapphic>+1, <Oral>+1, <Rough>+1
Myriam stays for the night. Next morning: 
Oral sex with Lucy
Lucy+2, <Oral>+1, <Sapphic>+1, <Happyness>+2, <Sadness>-2

• "I think I better go before it gets more serious..."
Lucy-1, <Sapphic>+1

• "I think I better go now before Katherine gets worried."
Lucy-1, <Sapphic>-1
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At the Lawyer

Story progress: <Willpower>+2, <Dominance>+1

Meeting Goldilocks

Story progress: Evelyn+1

How does Myriam feel about the view?
• "Amused by the girl." ֍

<Happyness>+1
• "Curious about the experience."

<Curiosity>+1
• "Excited by the view." ֍

<Sapphic>+1
• "Worried about the girl."

<Lust>-1

Story progress (getting to know Crystal better): Crystal+2

How does Myriam feel about the new view?
• "Surprised and amused."

<Exhibitionist>+1
• "Surprised and fascinated." ֍֍

<Sapphic>+1
• "Surprised and shocked."

<Exhibitionist>-1

Does Myriam follow Crystal?
• "This is so crazy, but I'm curious." ֍֍

[ch3_followed_goldilocks]
Crystal+4, <Curiosity>+1
Does Myriam show some curiosity for Crystal's work?
◦ "God! It's crazy, but I'm so curious about her life." ֍֍

[ch3_curious_about_the_porn_life]
Crystal+3, <Curiosity>+1, <Lust>+1

◦ "God! I'm curious about her life, but I don't want to seem nosy."
Crystal+2, <Curiosity>-1

◦ "Well, I'm not judgemental, but I can't say it's a life I would chose."
Crystal+2, <Lust>-1

• "This is too crazy for me."
Crystal-1, <Curiosity>-1
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A Day at School

Principals Office

if Myriam had a date with Cleavon [ch3_nightcap_with_cleavon]: 
Cleavon+1, <Happyness>+1, <Sadness>-1

Story progress: Cleavon+2

Following dialogue only with previous date [ch3_nightcap_with_cleavon]: 
How does Myriam react to Cleavon's frustration?

• "Look at him all flustered like a teenager!" ֍֍
[ch3_offered_cleavon_a_blowjob_in_his_office]
<Risky>+1
(Very) deepthroat blowjob for Cleavon
Cleavon+3, <Big Dick>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deep Throat>+2, <Lust>+1, <Interracial>+1, <Cum>+1

• "With the assistant behind the door, no way!"
<Risky>-1

Gym Class

Story progress: Stella+1, William+1, <Happyness>+1

Depending on what happened the previous time in the school showers  (first 2 are mutually exclusive, 3rd 
option happens anyway): 

• if Myriam used the girls showers [ch3_shower_at_the_girls], jump to School Showers with Stella ֍
• if Myriam was seen by Jonas during the shower scene with Marc [ch3_show_yourself_to_jonas], 

jump to School Showers with Jonas ֍
• otherwise, jump to School Showers with Cleavon and Henry (also happens after one of the first 2 

options)

School Showers with Stella

How does Myriam react to Stella's declaration?
• "Thankful and curious!" ֍

[ch3_accepted_stellas_curiosity]
<Curiosity>+1
Oral sex by Stella in the Shower
Stella+3, <Sapphic>+2, <Lust>+1, <Oral>+1

• "Thankful but firm!"
[ch3_sending_stella_away]
Stella-2, <Willpower>+1

continue with School Showers with Cleavon and Henry
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School Showers with Jonas

How does Myriam react to the situation?
• "Think a moment on what to do."

[ch3_who_could_that_be]
<Risky>-1

• "Quickly open to catch the culprit." ֍
<Risky>+1, <Sadness>+1
How does Myriam react to Jonas' confession?
◦ "I feel so guilty, this is my fault, I can't brush him off." ֍

[ch3_comforted_jonas]
<Willpower>-1
Oral sex with Jonas in the Shower
Jonas+4, <Oral>+1, <Cum>+1

◦ "I feel guilty about all this, but I can't let this go any further."
[ch3_sending_jonas_away]
Jonas-2, <Willpower>+1

School Showers with Cleavon and Henry 

Note: Skip this chapter if Myriam didn't give Cleavon a blowjob in his office (aka no 
[ch3_offered_cleavon_a_blowjob_in_his_office])

Wild Anal Sex with Cleavon
Cleavon+2, <Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Interracial>+1, <Pain>+1, <Dirtyness>+1, 
<Cum>+1

Story progress (caught by Henry): Henry+2, <Dirtyness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

How does Myriam react to Henry's state?
• "Stop him horny." ֍

[ch3_blowing_henry_horny] (different text and attributes for sex scene)
Hot oral sex with Henry
Henry+3, <Lust>+3, <Cheat>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+2, <Pain>+1, <Cum>+1

• "Stop him guilty." ֍
[ch3_blowing_henry_guilty] (different text and attributes for sex scene)
Guilty oral sex with Henry
Henry+2, <Sadness>+1, <Loyalty>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+1, <Pain>+1, <Cum>+1, 
<Submissiveness>+1

• "Let him go."
Henry+1, <Willpower>+1
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A stroll to the beach
Story progress (walking with Cassius): <Happiness>+1

following choice requires <Exhibitionist> 35+ 
Does Myriam entertain her crazy idea?

• "Come on Myriam! It's crazy..." ֍֍
[ch3_walked_around_in_bikini]
<Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1
Does Myriam entertain her crazy idea further?
◦ "Oh! And why not!" ֍֍

[ch3_walked_around_naked] (leads to open top jogging in ch4)
<Risky>+2, <Exhibitionist>+2, <Sadness>-1

◦ "No, I better look for Cassius..."
<Risky>-1

• "Come on Myriam! Stop with the crazy ideas."
<Risky>-1

The following scene requires both [ch3_cassius_top_dog] and Prometheus Patch active: 
Sex with Cassius
Cassius+2, <Bestiality>+3

At the beach

Story progress (bathing in the ocean): Cassius+1, <Sadness>-1, <Happiness>+1

How does Myriam react to the feeling?
• "Brush off the feeling."

[ch3_unaware_of_the_gazes]
<Trust>+1 

• "Feel awkward."
<Lust>-1

• "Ignore it." 
<Willpower>+1

• "Excited by the feeling." ֍
[ch3_excited_by_the_gazes] (required for beach shower sex)
<Exhibitionist>+1

• "Feel ashamed and excited." ֍
[ch3_excited_by_the_gazes] (required for beach shower sex)
<Dirtiness>+1

Story progress: Cassius+1

Following sequence requires [ch3_excited_by_the_gazes]
Story progress (notice man staring): <Lust>+1
Does Myriam keep eye contact with the man?

• "He's really holding my gaze..." requires <Risky> 25+ ֍֍
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[ch3_inviting_gaze] (required for beach shower sex)
<Risky>+1, <Lust>+1

• "Better ignored him or he could misinterpret..."
<Risky>-1

Depending how Myriam handled the situation with the man 
• if she gave him an [ch3_inviting_gaze], he follows her into the shower

How does Myriam react?
◦ "Send him off strongly!"

<Dominance>+1, <Risky>-3
◦ "Say nothing..." ֍֍

[ch3_beach_random_fuck]
<Dominance>-1 
Beach shower sex with stranger
<Submissiveness>+1, <Willpower>-3, <Lust>+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Sadness>+1
What are Myriams feelings?
▪ "Ashamed." <Dirtiness>+1 ֍
▪ "Disappointed." <Happiness>-1
▪ "Frustrated." <Trust>-1
▪ "Used." <Sadness>+1
▪ "Unfazed." <Lust>+1 ֍

• otherwise, he just takes a sneak peek at her 

Story progress (thinking about Anthony): <Sadness>+1, if [ch3_beach_random_fuck] extra <Sadness>+1

How does Myriam decide to sunbath?
• "Doesn't even think about it, and simply go as she is."

<Exhibitionist>-1
• "Wants to go topless, but prefers to avoid it."

<Willpower>-1
• "Wants to go topless, but doesn't dare."

<Risky>-1
• "Doesn't even think about it, and simply go topless."

<Exhibitionist>+1
• "Decides to do it topless." ֍֍

<Exhibitionist>+2

Following choice only appears if Myriam decided to go topless: 
What does Myriam decide to do?

• "Yeah, no! I think I had enough for today..."
<Exhibitionist>-1

• "As long as they're just looking..."
[ch3_let_the_pervs_look]
Cassius+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

• "To be honest, it even kind of feels exciting..." ֍֍
[ch3_enjoy_the_pervs_look]
Cassius+1, <Exhibitionist>+2
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Story progress (last look at ocean): <Happiness>+1

Date night 

Date night is a pretty long sequence that heavily depends on the outcome of Myriams previous the previous
date with the two cops. There are distinct branching storylines for dating only Danny, dating only Mike, 
dating both (not implemented yet in 3.10 ֍) and possibly staying home (not yet in 3.10 ֍). Check the 
chapter Cop Double date to get the required tags, using a save from there to check those branches. You can
skip seen dialogue holding CTRL.

If Myriam had a cop double date, she gets a call (otherwise skip), depending on previous choices
• if [ch3_double_cop_date_feeling_pissed]: 

[ch3_ignoring_the_call] (no date)
Danny-1, Mike-1

• if [ch3_double_cop_date_feeling_guilty]:
[ch3_answering_their_call_guilty]

• if [ch3_inviting_mike_inside]:
[ch3_answering_mikes_call]
Mike+1

• if [ch3_kissed_mike]:
Mike+1
Does Myriam answer or ignore the call?
◦ "I'm not sure I want to go any further with him..."

[ch3_ignoring_the_call] (no date)
<Willpower>+1

◦ "The night with him was pretty fun..." 
 [ch3_answering_mikes_call]

• if [ch3_getting_to_the_hotel_hammered]:
[ch3_answering_dannys_call]
Danny+1

• if [ch3_call_it_quits]:
[ch3_answering_their_call_no_sex]
Does Myriam answer or ignore the call?
◦ "No, I'm not sure I want to go any further..."

[ch3_ignoring_the_call] (no date)
<Willpower>+1

◦ "And why not!"
[ch3_answering_their_call_no_sex]

• otherwise (-> had sex with both without getting too drunk): 
Does Myriam answer or ignore the call?
◦ "No, it was fun, but...

[ch3_ignoring_the_call] (no date)
<Willpower>+1

◦ "And why not!" ֍
[ch3_answering_their_call_had_sex]

If Myriam didn't [ch3_ignoring_the_call], she gets the following choice
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Does Myriam choose to go or not?
• "No excuses now..." ֍

[ch3_second_cop_date]
Depending on the the tags taking the phone: 
◦ if [ch3_answering_dannys_call]:

[ch3_second_cop_date_with_danny] (get a date with Danny)
◦ if [ch3_answering_mikes_call]:

[ch3_second_cop_date_with_mike] (get a date with Mike)
◦ if [ch3_answering_their_call_had_sex] or [ch3_answering_their_call_no_sex] or 

[ch3_answering_their_call_guilty]: 
[ch3_second_cop_date_with_both] 

Katherine+1
• "No, she's just saying that to make you go..."

[ch3_no_second_cop_date] (no date)
Katherine+1

Preparing for the date

Only happens if there is a date, scene will be slightly different depending on previous choices. 
Story progress (Kathrine helping Myriam dress up): Katherine +1
if [ch3_second_cop_date_with_danny] or [ch3_answering_their_call_had_sex]: <Submissiveness>+1

Date with Danny

Chapter requires [ch3_second_cop_date_with_danny]

Story progress (grouping in the car): <Submissiveness>+2, <Lust>+1

Does Myriam goes for it?
• "I...!?"

[ch3_danny_road_head_surprised]
Blowjob on the road (surprised/submissive)
Danny+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Cum>+1

• "God! This is crazy! But..."
[ch3_danny_road_head_lustful]
Blowjob on the road
Danny+1, <Lust>+1, <Oral>+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Cum>+1

• "God! This is crazy! It's way too dangerous!"
[ch3_no_danny_road_head_dangerous]
Danny-2, <Risky>-1

• "No! This is crazy!"
[ch3_no_danny_road_head_public]
Danny-2, <Risky>-2

Story progress (movie theatre): Danny+2

How does Myriam react?
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• "But...!?"
[ch3_naughty_at_the_movies]
<Submissiveness>+1

• "God! This is crazy! But..."
[ch3_naughty_at_the_movies]
<Lust>+1

• "Is he crazy! (End of the line of events.)" requires [ch3_no_danny_road_head_public]
[ch3_walking_out_from_dannys_date] 
Danny-5, <Sadness>+2
Skip the rest of date

Blowjob at the movies, "surprised" by Tobias
Danny-2, <Big Dick>+1, <Submissiveness>-1, <Deepthroat>+1

How does Myriam react?
• "I-I'm sorry..." requires <Trust> 20+

[ch3_threesome_danny_and_tobias]
Danny+2, <Trust>+2, <Submissiveness>+2

• "Sorry for him but...! (End of the line of events.)"
[ch3_walking_out_from_dannys_date]
Danny-2, <Willpower>+2, <Sadness>+2
Skip the rest of date

Long multistage threesome with Mike & Tobias (taking a rather abusive turn)
Danny+2, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Dirtiness>+3, <Dominance>-2, <Interracial>+5, <Cum>+3, <Trust>+1, 
<Submissiveness>+1, <Anal>+3, <Group>+2, <Rough>+6, <Pain>+2, <Creampie>+1

Date with Mike

Chapter requires [ch3_second_cop_date_with_mike]

What does Myriam feel about it?
• "Well, I do love a man taking charge..."

<Submissiveness>+1
• "I can't say that I mind..."

<Dominance>+1
• "I had enough of Anthony..."

<Sadness>+1

Story progress (dinner with Mike): Mike+1

Did Myriam caught on the blunder Larry did?
• "Oh my god! That fucking asshole! (End of the line of events.)"

[ch3_walking_out_from_mikes_date]
Mike-2, <Sadness>+2
Skip the rest of date

• "What are they talking about?"
<Trust>+1
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Does Myriam show him some encouragement?
• "Maybe I could show him some encouragement..."

[ch3_play_footsie_with_mike]
Mike+2

• "Poor Mike..."
Mike+1

Story progess (Dinner with Mike&Larry): Mike+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

Note: More drinks can to toilet blowjob with Larry

Does Myriam take refills?
• "No, it's already enough."

<Drinks>+2
• "She follows the two."

<Drinks>+4

Does Myriam take refills of wine?
• "No, she's nursing one."

<Drinks>+1
• "She drinks as they come."

<Drinks>+2

Story progress: <Happiness>+1

Is Myriam interested?
• "Oh! Yeah! It's been so long!"

[ch3_threesome_mike_and_larry]
Mike-1
Continue with chapter Drunk Pool Date with Mike & Larry

• "No, I can feel that Mike wants to go..." requires Drinks 4-
Mike+1
Continue with chapter Home alone with Mike 

Drunk Pool Date with Mike & Larry

requires [ch3_threesome_mike_and_larry] (and [ch3_second_cop_date_with_mike])

Story progress (playing pool): Mike+2

How does Myriam play the game?
• "Let's just have fun!"

<Drinks>+3
• "Let's show them!"

<Drinks>+2
• "Let's play seriously though!" requires <Drinks> 4-

<Drinks>+1
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Depending on how drunk Myriam is: 
• if <Drinks> 4-: 

Mike-1, <Drinks>+1
• if <Drinks> 5-8:

<Drinks>+2 
• if <Drinks> 9+: 

Mike+1, <Drinks>+3

Story progress: Mike+1, <Willpower>+1

Again depending on Myriam drunkenness
• <Drinks> 10+: Larry joins her on the toilet

[ch3_blow_Larry_in_the_toilet]
Toilet blowjob for Larry while listening to couple outside
<Willpower>+1, <Lust>+5, <Trust>+1, <Cheat>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, 
<Sadness>+1

• otherwise Myriam can to the toilet alone
Masturbation scene while listening to couple outside
<Dirtiness>+2, <Lust>+3

Blowjob for Mike turns into Threesome with Mike & Larry
Mike+2, <Risky>+1, <Oral>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Group>+2, <Cum>+2, <Lust>+1, 
<Willpower>+1, <Dominance>+2, <Anal>+1, <Creampie>+1

Back at home: Last blowjob for the road
Mike-1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+1, <Cum>+1 

Backalley with Mike

requires [ch3_threesome_mike_and_larry] (and [ch3_second_cop_date_with_mike])

Story progress: Mike+1

Does Myriam listen to her horny side?
• "No, I know we had fun, but..."

[ch3_blue_ball_for_mike]
Mike-2, <Willpower>+1

• "And why not after all!?"
[ch3_alley_sex_with_mike]
Sex on the car hood
Mike+5, <Lust>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, <Dirtiness>+2, <Rough>+2, <Creampie>+2,
<Anal>+1, <Sadness>-1
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Date with both Danny and Mike 

Does Myriam catch on?
• "Yes and she makes him go first." ֍

Danny+1, <Dominance>+1
• "Yes but she still goes first." 

[ch3_letting_danny_have_an_eye_full] (minor text modification)
Danny+1, <Lust>+1

• "No she doesn't."
<Trust>+1

Story progress (drinking with Danny&Mike): Mike+1

Does Myriam let him go on?
• "I can't complain after showing it off in front of his nose like that before..." ֍

[ch3_letting_danny_have_cop_a_feel] (minor text modification)
<Submissiveness>+1

• "This rascal, is really going for it!"
<Submissiveness>-1

How much drinking Myriam does?
• "Just nurse her drink." ֍

<Drinks>+2
• "Just a few drinks."

<Drinks>+3
• "Follow along."

<Drinks>+4

(after some dancing, similar question again)
How much more drinking does Myriam do?

• "Just nurse one drink." ֍
<Drinks>+2

• "Just a few drinks."
<Drinks>+3

• "Follow along."
<Drinks>+4

Does Myriam follow their lead?
• "I better calm things down a bit..." requires Drinks 5-

<Willpower>+1
• "God! And why not!" ֍

[ch3_getting_dirty_in_the_club_restroom]
Restroom blowjob turning into a full double penetration
Danny+1, Mike+1, <Willpower>-1, <Lust>+1, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, 
<Submissiveness>+1, <Big Dick>+1, <Group>+1, <Creampie>+1, <Dirtyness>+1
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What does Myriam decide?
• "Yeah! No, I think I had enough for the night..." ֍

[ch3_decided_to_cut_the_night_short] 
<Willpower>+1

• "Come on Myriam, the night is still young..." (date will be cut short anyway so no need to go on)
<Willpower>-1

Story progress (talk to young men, Danny&Mike start a fight): Danny-12, Mike -3, <Happyness>+1, 
<Sadness>+1

Does Myriam accept some help to get home?
• "It's ok, I'll be fine." (get the Subway drive home scene) ֍ 
• "Maybe you could call me a taxi?" (go home without incident)

Subway drive home

Happens if Myriam breaks off the single dates early  [ch3_walking_out_from_dannys_date] or 
[ch3_walking_out_from_mikes_date] or if Myriam choose not to take a taxi after the double date 

Story progress (Subway pervert): <Dirtiness>+1

How does Myriam react to the pervert?
• "Be firm and keep him at a distance. (End of the line of events.)"

[ch3_maced_the_subway_pervert] 
<Willpower>+3, <Dominance>+2, <Submissiveness>-2, <Sadness>+1

• "Just ignore him and don't make a scene." ֍ 
[ch3_ignored_the_subway_pervert]
<Submissiveness>+2, <Willpower>+2, <Dirtiness>+2, <Cum>+1, <Sadness>+1
Myriam lets the pervert jerk off and cum on her

A night at home

Only available if Myriam has no date, with no call or decision during call for [ch3_no_second_cop_date]

Story progress (watching TV with Katherine): Katherine+4

Does Myriam chase the idea or not?
• "No, it was just a crazy old pervert..."

<Trust>+1
• "Yeah, I think I should..." ֍

[ch3_talking_to_dave_about_the_sawyer_motel]
<Willpower>+1

Story progress (finish watching TV, Bill arrives): Katherine+1, Bill+2, <Happyness>+1

How does Myriam feels about Bill's meltdown?
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• "Dear god! His father is an awful man, but he's really kind of pathetic."
[ch3_finding_bill_pathetic]
Bill+0

• "Dear god! His father is an awful man to make him feel that way."
[ch3_feeling_bad_for_bill]
Bill+2

• "Dear god! Poor man, it's awful feeling that way." ֍
[ch3_feeling_sad_for_bill]
Bill+3
What does Myriam do?
◦ "The poor man... Maybe I could help raise his spirit..." ֍

[ch3_jerking_off_bill]
Handjob for Bill, can turn into oral
Bill+3, <Submissiveness>+1, <Dominance>+1, <Lust>+1
How does Myriam finish him off?
▪ "Using her hand."

[ch3_finished_bill_with_her_hand] (switch for correct scene)
Bill+1, <Cum>+1

▪ "Using her mouth." ֍
[ch3_finished_bill_with_her_mouth] (switch for correct scene)
Bill+1, <Oral>+1, <Cum>+1

◦ "I should leave him alone and not make him feel uncomfortable."
Bill+1, <Willpower>+1

Does Myriam scratch her itch before going to bed?
• "Why not, Doctor Silver told me it was good for sleep." ֍

[ch3_scratching_an_itch]
<Lust>+1
Depending on which sex toy she choose earlier:
◦ [ch3_dildo_big_mamba] 

Anal sex with big black dildo
<Anal>+1, <Lust>+1

◦ [ch3_dildo_weird]
Anal sex with weird dildo
<Anal>+1, <Lust>+1

◦ [ch3_dildo_vanilla]
Anal sex with regular dildo
<Anal>+1, <Lust>+1

• "No, I'm too exhausted, let's just go to bed." (skips rest of scene)
<Lust>-1 

Story progress: <Sadness>-1
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A Day at Court

Briefing by the lawyer

How does Myriam feels about the cleavage trick?
• "God! It's embarrassing but kind of exciting..." ֍

<Exhibitionist>+1
• "God! It's embarrassing but it's for Marc..."

<Willpower>+1
• "God! This is really embarrassing and demeaning..."

<Dirtiness>+1

if Myriam shared the home made porn earlier [ch3_shared_the_home_made_porn]: <Dirtiness>+1

At court

Story progress : Anthony-2 (no decisions)

Private screening

Skipped if Myriam didn't submit the home made porn as evidence [ch3_shared_the_home_made_porn], 
otherwise the judge will ask for her to explain the recordings

Story progress (answering homemade porn questions): <Dirtiness>+2

Does Myriam tries to exploit the situation?
• "God! I'm not proud of it, but if it's what it takes..." ֍֍ 

[ch3_tity_bouncing_for_the_judge_office]
<Dirtiness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

• "No, I already feel dirty enough..."
<Dirtiness>-1

Story progress (more commenting on the porn scenes): <Dirtiness>+3

Does Myriam let him do as he wish?
• "I better calm things down before he keep escalating..." available only if 

[ch3_tity_bouncing_for_the_judge_office]
<Dirtiness>-2, <Willpower>+1

• "I better not piss him off..." ֍
[ch3_letting_judge_fondle_you]
<Submissiveness>+1

• "I better let him do what he wants..." ֍ 
[ch3_letting_judge_fondle_you]
<Dirtiness>+1
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only if Myriam has [ch3_letting_judge_fondle_you]: 
<Dirtiness>+3, <Submissiveness>+1
The judge starts to grope her breasts
What does Myriam do?

• "Nothing, better to do nothing..."
<Dominance>-1

• "Does he want me to show him..." ֍
[ch3_blowing_the_judge]
<Submissiveness>+1

• "Come on! You can do this for Marc..." ֍ 
[ch3_blowing_the_judge]
<Dirtiness>+1

only if Myriam decided to blow the judge [ch3_blowing_the_judge]:
Blowjob for the judge
<Dirtiness>+1, <Oral>+1, <Cum>+1

Does Myriam ask how he will rule?
• "No, I think I better keep things discreet..." ֍֍ 

<Willpower>+1
• "I can't leave just like that, I've got to be sure..."

[ch3_asking_for_the_judge_ruling] (no effect in ch3)
<Willpower>-1

Judgement

if Myriam shared the homemade porn [ch3_shared_the_home_made_porn]: Anthony-2

Does Myriam tries to exploit the situation?
• "God! I guess I can show off a little..." ֍֍ 

[ch3_tity_bouncing_for_the_judge_court]
<Dirtiness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1

• "No, it's too risky to do anything here..."
<Dirtiness>-1

Story progress (judge rules mostly in Myriams favor): 
Anthony-10, Marc+3, <Happiness>+2, <Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+2

Back home with Marc

Story progress (shower & talk with Marc): Marc+9, <Sadness>-2

Depending how the pool scene played out earlier in chapter3: 
• [ch3_dominated_by_the_boys] or [ch3_dominated_the_boys]

Marc+1 
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leads to sex scene (continue)
• otherwise send him to his room: Marc+1 

(skip to next scene)

rest of scene only with [ch3_dominated_by_the_boys] or [ch3_dominated_the_boys]: 
How does Myriam handle the situation?

• "He's in such need of affection and human contact..." ֍֍ 
depending how the pool scene played out: 
◦ Myriam was submissive [ch3_dominated_by_the_boys]: ֍

[ch3_servicing_marc_as_sub]
Sub rough deepthroat & anal sex with Marc
Marc+5, <Submissiveness>+3, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+1, <Dirtiness>+2, <Deepthroat>+1, <Rough>+2, 
<Cum>+1, <Anal>+1, <Creampie>+1

◦ Myriam was dominant [ch3_dominated_the_boys]: ֍ 
[ch3_servicing_marc_as_dom]
Dom handjob for Marc
Marc+4, <Dominance>+3, <Lust>+3
How does Myriam clean her hand?
▪ "I'll just use the towel..."

<Cum>-1
▪ "God! That smell always get to me..." ֍ 

<Cum>+2 
• "I shouldn't get things more complicated for him... (End of the line of events.)"

<Willpower>+2

A well deserved rest

Story progress: <Sadness>-1

if Prometheus patch is active and [ch3_cassius_top_dog]: 
• Anal sex with Cassius

Cassius+3, <Bestiality>+2, <Pain>+1, <Lust>+1, <Anal>+1, <Dirtiness>+2, <Rough>+1, <Creampie>+1
• otherwise just rest: <Sadness>-1

Story progress (watching the news): <Sadness>+1

Depending on previous decisions
• if Myriam already knows about this ([ch3_second_cop_date]) by not going to the 2nd cop date, she 

will automatically tell Dave about it: [ch3_talking_to_dave_about_the_sawyer_motel]
• if Myriam already decided to tell Dave earlier, the issue is already settled
• otherwise,  Myriam can decide now how she will handle the news: 

Does Myriam chase the idea or not?
◦ "No, it was just a crazy old pervert..." 

<Trust>+1
◦ "Yeah, I think I should..." ֍ 

[ch3_talking_to_dave_about_the_sawyer_motel]
<Willpower>+1
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Katherine and an unexpected visitor

Story progress (talk with Katherine): Katherine+4, <Happiness>+2

Story progress (Anthony at the gate): Anthony-1

And that's it, RIP Myriam... 

THE END. 

Just kidding - the game will continue with chapter 4

Chapter 4

Hell

What does Myriam do?
• "No, I-I just can't..." requires [ch4_second_game_over] (can make this choice once only)

[ch4_second_game_over]
<Willpower-2>
Story progress: Myriam really dies, but the dev allows this choice a 2nd time - i would recommend 
to watch then reload anyway to avoid the Willpower loss

• "I have to try..." ֍
<Willpower+2>
What does Myriam do?
◦ "Fight back!" req: <Fighting> 5+ ֍

Myriam kicks Anthony's ass (ok not actual sex, but damn sexy...)
<Fighting>+1, <Willpower>+2, <Submissiveness>-2, <Sadness>-2

◦ "Get on your knees..." ֍
<Submissiveness>+1
Depending on stats: 
▪ if Myriam has more <Willpower> or more <Dominance> than <Submissiveness>

<Dominance>+2, <Willpower>+1, <Submissiveness>-1, <Sadness>-1
▪ otherwise: 

What does Myriam do?
• "Bite hard!" req: sum of <Willpower> and <Dominance> more than <Submissiveness>

<Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1, <Submissiveness>-1, <Sadness>-1
• "..." ֍

Nightmare sex with Anthony
<Submissiveness>+1, <Dominance>-2, <Willpower>-2, <Sadness>+4, <Pain>+2, 
<Rough>+2, <Happyness>-2
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Story progress (follow Katherines voice): Katherine+1 

Hospital: Waking Up & Flashback

Story progress (talking with Katherine and the Doctor): Katherine+5, <Happyness>+1

Does Myriam sneak a little peek?
• "Is there someone in there?" req: <Curiosity> 20+ ֍

[ch4_taking_a_peek_in_radiology] (Myriam gets to peek on sex scene)
<Curiosity>+1

• "Was that a woman's moan?" req: <Lust> 50+ ֍
[ch4_taking_a_peek_in_radiology] (Myriam gets to peek on sex scene)
<Lust>+1

• "No, it's not my business..."
<Curiosity>-1 (and no sex scene)

Only with [ch4_taking_a_peek_in_radiology] (horny or curious choice): 
Myriam watches sex scene between male & female nurse (sex & facial)
<Lust>+1, <Risky>+1, <Cum>+1, <Dirtiness>+2

Story progress (Eve visits, Flashback to the shooting): 
Evelyn+4, Robert+1, Marc+1, Anthony-5, <Dominance>+2, <Sadness>+1

Hospital: Getting better and sexy MRI

Story progress (Det. Andersson visit, flower presents): Evelyn+3, Dave+4, Charles+1, Cleavon+1, Lucy+1, 
Kimberley+1,  <Sadness>-1

(nude MRI scene unless Myriam is incredulous about the request)
How does Myriam react to the nurse's answer?

• "Incredulous."
<Trust>-2
How does Myriam take the joke?
◦ "Go with it."

[ch4_laugh_it_off]
<Submissiveness>+1, <Trust>-1

◦ "Ignore it."
<Willpower>+1, <Trust>-1

◦ "Badly."
[ch4_changed_nurse_for_the_exam]
<Dominance>+1, <Willpower>+1, <Sapphic>+1

• "Do it embarrassed." requires <Submissiveness> 50+
[ch4_lay_down_naked_for_the_exam_embarrassed]
<Submissiveness>+1, <Dirtiness>+3
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• "Do it without thinking." requires <Trust> 25+ ֍
[ch4_lay_down_naked_for_the_exam_innocently]
<Trust>+2, <Submissiveness>+1, <Dirtiness>+1

• "Do it daringly." requires <Lust> 75+ ֍
[ch4_lay_down_naked_for_the_exam_naughtily]
<Lust>+3, <Risky>+1

Story progress (leaving the hospital & arrival at home): Katherine+1, Marc+1, Evelyn+1, <Happiness>+4, 
<Sadness>+0 

Dr. Silvers Appointment

Story progress (back home, black dress for the visit at the psychologist): <Curiosity>+1, <Sadness>-1, 

What does Myriam do?
• "No! she did too much for me..." ֍

<Willpower>+1
• "May-maybe it'll be alright..." ֍

<Trust>+1
• "Oh! And why not!?"

<Risky>+1

How does Myriam really feels about going out in that dress?
• "Doing it for Evelyn." ֍

[ch4_put_the_dress_only_for_eve]
Evelyn+1

• "Feeling kind of excited."
[ch4_put_the_dress_for_excitement]
<Dirtiness>+1

• "Making a point." ֍
[ch4_put_the_dress_for_herself]
<Willpower>+1

Story progress (session with the psychologist): Edward+3, <Willpower>+1, <Dirtiness>+1

What does Myriam answer Doctor Silver?
• "Did it just for Evelyn." ֍

Depending on whether its true: 
◦ [ch4_put_the_dress_only_for_eve] (truth)

[ch4_be_honest_about_the_dress]
<Willpower>+1

◦ [ch4_put_the_dress_for_excitement] (lie)
[ch4_lied_about_the_dress]
<Willpower>-1

◦ [ch4_put_the_dress_for_herself] (lie)
[ch4_lied_about_the_dress]
<Dominance>-1
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• "Felt kind of excited."
Set [ch4_be_honest_about_the_dress] (even if other decision was primary reason)
Depending on previous choice: 
◦ if [ch4_put_the_dress_for_excitement]

<Risky>+1
◦ if [ch4_put_the_dress_only_for_eve]

[ch4_put_the_dress_for_excitement]
<Willpower>+1

◦ if [ch4_put_the_dress_for_herself]
[ch4_put_the_dress_for_excitement]
<Dominance>+1

• "Made a point." requires [ch4_put_the_dress_for_herself] ֍
[ch4_be_honest_about_the_dress], [ch4_put_the_dress_for_excitement]
<Dominance>+1

Depending on whether Myriam was honest or not: 
• [ch4_be_honest_about_the_dress]:  ֍֍

<Willpower>+1, <Happiness>+1
• [ch4_lied_about_the_dress]:

<Willpower>-1, <Happiness>-1

What excited Myriam coming here in this dress?
• "Excited by the men's gaze."

<Lust>+1
• "Excited by the women's gaze." ֍

<Sapphic>+1
• "Excited by the outdoor setting."

<Exhibitionist>+1
• "Excited by the shame." ֍

<Dirtiness>+1

Story progress (conversation with psychologist): Edward+2

At the Spa

At the Spa: Intro

This can lead to two different & long multi-stage sex scenes with the masseurs. 

Story progress (arrival & massage): Edward+1, Terrel+1, Jose+1, <Willpower>+1, <Risky>+1, <Sadness>-1

Does Myriam goes for a full service?
• "Why not." ֍֍

[ch4_mid_term_happy_ending]
<Lust>+1
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◦ If Myriam had a mutual happy ending in chapter 3, she automatically gets 
[ch4_giving_back_happy_ending]
<Risky>+1

◦ otherwise its a choice: 
Does Myriam take care of them while they take care of her?
▪ "Share the love!" ֍֍

[ch4_giving_back_happy_ending]
<Risky>+1

▪ "Just enjoy the ride!"
<Risky>-1, <Lust>+1

• "No, I'm good."
<Lust>-1, <Sadness>-1, <Happiness>+1 and skip to chapter 'At the Spa: After the massage'

Only if Myriam decided to [ch4_giving_back_happy_ending]:
Mutual masturbation scene with masseurs
Jose+2, Terrel+2, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1
Does Myriam keep enjoying her massage? (fork for rest of scene!)

• "Yeah! I still want to get pampered..." ֍
<Willpower>+1
leads to first sex scene with the 2 masseurs, continue with At the Spa: Hot fun

• "God! No, now I just want their cock..." ֍
[ch4_cut_short_the_massage_and_straight_to_fucking]
<Willpower>-1
leads to different sex scene (hardcore double anal), continue with At the Spa: Extreme Stretching

At the Spa: Hot fun

mutually exclusive with 'At the Spa: Extreme Stretching'

Story progress (anal fingering): <Lust>+1

Does Myriam ask for more?
• "Aaah! Wait! U-use your cock!" ֍

[ch4_ask_for_some_anal_pounding_massage]
Anal sex with Jose
Jose+1, <Lust>+2, <Anal>+1, <Creampie>+1
Does Myriam ask for more?
◦ "Y-Yes! I want him to pound my ass!

[ch4_ask_for_some_more_anal_pounding_massage]
Anal sex with Terrel
Terrel+2, <Anal>+3, <Lust>+2, <Creampie>+1, <Happiness>+1 

◦ "Y-Yes! I want him to pound my ass with his big cock!"
[ch4_ask_for_some_more_anal_pounding_massage],[ch4_begging_for_a_big_cock]
Terrel+2, <Big Dick>+2, <Anal>+1, <Lust>+2, <Creampie>+1, <Happiness>+1
Anal sex with Terrel (focus on size)    

◦ "Y-Yes! I want him to pound my ass with his big black cock!"
[ch4_ask_for_some_more_anal_pounding_massage], [ch4_begging_for_a_big_black_cock]
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Terrel+2, <Interracial>+2, <Anal>+1, <Lust>+2, <Creampie>+1, <Happiness>+1
Anal sex with Terrel (focus on race)       

◦ "Y-Yes! I want him to break my ass!" ֍
[ch4_ask_for_some_more_anal_pounding_massage], [ch4_begging_for_rough_anal]
Terrel+2, <Rough>+2, <Anal>+1, <Lust>+2, <Creampie>+1, <Happiness>+1
Anal sex with Terrel (focus on roughness)    

◦ "N-no, sorry, I think I had enough."
Terrel-3, <Willpower>+1

• "God! He's going to make me cum again!"
<Willpower>+1

At the Spa: Extreme Stretching

mutually exclusive with 'At the Spa: Hot fun'

Double Penetration with Jose and Terrel
Joes+1, Terrel+1, <Anal>+1, <Group>+1, <Lust>+1, <Happiness>+1

Why is Myriam stopping them?
• "No, not yet! I want more!" ֍

[ch4_ask_for_double_anal]
Double anal penetration
Terrel+1, Jose+1, <Lust>+2, <Anal>+2, <Group>+1, <Pain>+1, <Creampie>+2, <Happiness>+1

• "Wait! Not inside!"
Continued double penetration & painting Myriam
Terrel-1, <Willpower>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+2, <Happiness>+1

At the Spa: After the massage

Story progress: <Sadness>-1

if Myriam witnessed or participated [ch3_golden_shower_participate] in a golden shower before, she gets 
asked again:
Does Myriam let herself get tempted by a golden shower?

• "Maybe I could try it/again..." ֍֍
[ch4_spa_golden_shower_alone]
Golden shower with Jose and Terrel
Jose+1, Terrel+1, <Risky>+1, <Golden>+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Dirtiness>+1
Does Myriam open her mouth?
◦ "Maybe I can oblige him..." ֍֍

[ch4_mouth_full_of_piss]
Golden shower escalates to open mouth
Terrel+2, <Submissiveness>+1, <Golden>+1, <Dirtiness>+1
Does Myriam swallow her mouth full?
▪ "Maybe I can oblige them again..." ֍֍

[ch4_mouth_full_of_piss_swallowed]
Golden shower escalates to drinking
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Terrel+1, <Submissiveness>+1, <Golden>+1
▪ "Sorry, but not this time..."

Terrel-1, <Willpower>+1
◦ "Sorry, not this time..."

Terrel-1, <Willpower>+1
• "I'll have to try again..."/ "I don't know if I ever could..."

<Risky>-1

If Myriam didn't have a golden shower: <Sadness>-1, if she did: <Golden>+1

At the Spa: Steve and Mary

Paths: Myriam can join the couple, just watch them or skip the content

Story progress(reflection, meeting steve and mary): Evelyn+1, Mary+1, <Sadness>-1

How does Myriam feels about the proposition?
• "I didn't think about it but..." ֍֍

[ch4_open_to_naughty_things_at_the_spa]
Mary+1, <Lust>+1

• "I don't know if I'm ready for that yet."
Mary-1, <Lust>-1

If Myriam doesn't participate ([ch4_open_to_naughty_things_at_the_spa]), she can decide to just watch:
Does Myriam stay just for the show?

• "If it's just looking..."
[ch4_just_enjoying_the_couples_show]
<Willpower>-1 (but continue the scene)

• "No, there's nothing wrong about it, but..."
<Willpower>+1, skips rest of the scene, continue with sauna

Mary gives Steve a blowjob while Myriam watches

If Myriam was interested from the start ([ch4_enjoying_the_couples_show]), she can decide to join them: 
Does Myriam stay just for the rest of the show?

• "Ye-yes, I still want to!" ֍֍
[ch4_fool_around_with_the_naughty_couple]
Steve+1, Mary+2, <Sapphic>+1, <Group>+1, <Cum>+1
Threesome: Steve has sex with Mary while she eats Myriam out
What's Myriam's take on her threesome with the couple?
◦ "I loved being in a threesome!" ֍

<Group>+1
◦ "I loved fooling around with a woman!"

<Sapphic>+1
◦ "I loved the couple's complicity!"

<Vanilla>+1
◦ "I loved the cum swapping!"
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<Cum>+1
◦ "I wish I would have been fucked as well!"

<Lust>+1
• "Ca-can I just keep watching this time around?" ֍

[ch4_enjoying_the_couples_show], [ch4_just_enjoying_the_couples_show]
Mary-1

If Myriam didn't join them, she will instead watch them having sexuality ֍
Mary and Steve have sex while Myriam watches
Steve+1, Mary+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Vanilla>+1, <Lust>+1

At the Spa: Sauna with Nubia

Story progress(talking with Nubia about the attack): Nubia+1, <Sadness>+1

How does Myriam feels about Anthony's coming trial and punishment?
• "That, he definitely will!" ֍

Nubia+1, <Dominance>+1
• "I don't know yet..." ֍

<Willpower>+1
• "It's complicated..."

Nubia-1, <Dominance>-1

Story progress (Nubia's scar): Nubia+1

Does Myriam peek a look at Nubia?
• "Peek at Nubia." ֍֍

[ch4_peek_at_nubia]
Nubia+2, <Sapphic>+1

• "Don't peek at Nubia. (End of the line of events.)"
<Sapphic>-1, skip next 2 interactions with Nubia

How does Myriam answer?
• "Ye-yeah..." ֍

<Sapphic>+1
• "I-I don't know..." ֍

<Submissiveness>+1 
• "I-I got to go!"

<Willpower>+1, skip next interaction with Nubia

How does Myriam answer? 
• "Yes, I would like that." ֍֍

[ch4_dinner_with_nubia], [ch4_interested_by_nubia]
Nubia+2

• "Yes, why not..."
[ch4_dinner_with_nubia]
Nubia+1
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• "I-I'm not sure... (End of the line of events.)"
Nubia-2

Story progress(leaving the Spa): <Sadness>-2

At home

Paths: Myriam can peek on Katherine having her first time or have sexy times with Marc (or do nothing). 
Both paths have several subpaths depending on previous choices (Katherine can be lesbian, straight or 
bi=threesome, Marc can be in a dom, sub or fun relation with Myriam). For now, i would recommend to 
quicksave and watch Katherines scene, then reload and go down Marc's path if Myriam is in a sexual 
relationship with him (it leads to more sex down the line)

Does Myriam go see the kids?
• "Go left to see Marc." ֍֍

[ch4_go_see_marc]
Marc+1, continue with At home: Marc

• "Go right to see Katherine." (but definitely check the scene, then quickload)
[ch4_go_see_katherine]
Katherine+1, continue with At home: Katherine

• "Leave them alone."
skips Marc/Katherine scenes and continue with At home: calls

At home: Marc

mutually exclusive with scenes in At home: Katherine's first time

Story progress: Marc+3, <Risky>+1

Depending on relationship choices in earlier chapters (existing dom or sub relationship): 
• with [ch3_servicing_marc_as_sub] or [ch3_servicing_marc_as_dom]:

Does Myriam try to cheer him on?
◦ "Yes, he needs some cheering up..." ֍֍

[ch4_boob_cheering_marc]
Marc+2, <Risky>+1, continue 

◦ "No, let's keep it light..."
Marc+1, <Risky>-1, skip to At home: calls

• otherwise: Marc+1, skip to At home: calls

Depending on the sexual relationship earlier, the scene is different: 
• for [ch3_servicing_marc_as_sub] (sub to marc): ֍

Titjob for dominant Marc
Marc+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Cum>+1

• for [ch3_servicing_marc_as_dom] (dominating marc): ֍
Guided masturbation with more submissive Marc
Marc+1, <Dominance>+1, <Cum>+1
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Does Myriam accept?
• "He probably want more sex..." requires [ch3_servicing_marc_as_sub] ֍

[ch4_let_marc_join_you_for_sex_during_the_night]
<Lust>+1, leads to sex with dominant Marc later

• "He probably need more love..." ֍
[ch4_let_marc_join_you_during_the_night]
Marc+1, leads to a more loving sex scene with Marc later

• "I'm not sure it would be a good idea..."
Marc+0 (-1, +1), and no sex scene later

At home: Katherine's first time

mutually exclusive with scenes in At home: Katherine's first time

Story progress(Myriam peeks into Katherine's room): <Curiosity>+1

What does Myriam do?
• "No, I-I've got to respect her privacy."

[ch4_know_that_katherine_had_sex]
Katherine+1, <Lust>+1 skips the scene

• "I-I've got to make sure everything is ok..."
[ch4_know_that_katherine_had_sex], [ch4_witnessed_katherine_having_sex]
<Curiosity>+1
Depending on earlier decisions regarding Katherine in chapter 2, Myriam sees:
◦ [ch2_katherine_bi] (Katherine is bisexual)

[ch4_katherine_sex_william_and_jenny]
Katherine's first time sex: threesome with William and Jenny
<Lust>+1, <Group>+1

◦ [ch2_katherine_lesbian]  (Katherine is lesbian)
[ch4_katherine_sex_jenny]
Katherine's first time: sex with Jenny
<Lust>+1, <Sapphic>+1

◦ [ch2_katherine_straight] (Katherine is straight)
[ch4_katherine_sex_william]
Katherine's first time: sex with William
<Lust>+1, <Vanilla>+1

At home: Calls

Paths: Myriam calls those that sent her good wishes. Doing so alphabetically is a bad idea since it implies 
she has not interest in anyone specific, but how far reaching (beyond point gain) the choice of a specific 
person of interest might be is also unknown for now. Best make a save here.
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How does Myriam goes about her thanks?
• "Start by someone specific."  ֍֍

Who does Myriam have in mind?
◦ "Charles" requires [ch2_feelings_for_charles] (during the gala)

[ch4_special_someone_charles]
Charles+1

◦ "Cleavon." requires [ch3_dinner_with_cleavon] 
[ch4_special_someone_cleavon]
Cleavon+1

◦ "Crystal." requires [ch3_followed_goldilocks] 
[ch4_special_someone_crystal]
Crystal+1

◦ "Danny." req. [ch3_second_cop_date_with_danny] and [ch3_walking_out_from_dannys_date]
[ch4_special_someone_danny]
Danny+1

◦ "Dave"
[ch4_special_someone_dave]
Dave+1

◦ "Kimberley." requires [ch2_sweet_for_kimberley]
[ch4_special_someone_kimberley]
Kimberley+1

◦ "Lucy." requires [ch3_staying_the_night_at_lucys]
[ch4_special_someone_lucy]
Lucy+1

◦ "Mike." req. [ch3_second_cop_date_with_mike] and [ch3_walking_out_from_mikes_date]
[ch4_special_someone_mike]
Mike+1

◦ "Nubia." requires [ch4_interested_by_nubia]
[ch4_special_someone_nubia]
Nubia+1

• "Simply go alphabetically."

Story progress(calling everyone about the attack): <Sadness>+1

At home: talk with Katherine and friend(s)

Depending on the type of relationship Katherine is in: 
• [ch2_katherine_bi] ֍֍

Jennifer+1, William+1, Katherine+1
• [ch2_katherine_lesbian]

Jennifer+1, Katherine+1
• [ch2_katherine_straight]:

William+1, Katherine+1

if Katherine isn't lesbian and William was Myriam's lover ([ch1_sex_with_william] or 
[ch3_cheered_up_william_with_sex]):
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How does Myriam feel about the William situation?
• "A bit jealous."

Katherine-1
• "Afraid."

<Happiness>-1
• "Ashamed."

<Dirtiness>+1
• "Guilty."

<Sadness>+1
• "Happy." ֍֍

<Happiness>+1

Story progress(talking with Katherine): Katherine+3, <Sadness>+1, <Happiness>+1

Risky Jogging

Story progress(going for a jog): Cassius+1

Does Myriam dare her crazy idea?
• "Maybe for just a minute..." 

[ch4_just_airing_the_puppies_out]
<Risky>+1, <Exhibitionist>+2
Does Myriam dare her crazy idea?
◦ "Oh! And why not..."

[ch4_running_with_the_puppies_out]
<Risky>+1

◦ "Yeah! I think I better calm things down now..."
<Risky>-2, <Willpower>+1, <Curiosity>+1 (skips jogging with open top)

• "Oh! And why not..." requires [ch3_walked_around_naked] ֍֍
[ch4_running_with_the_puppies_out]
<Risky>+3, <Exhibitionist>+2

• "No! Come on, stop being crazy!"
<Risky>-2, <Willpower>+1, <Curiosity>+1 (skips jogging with open top)

if Myriam decided to go open top ([ch4_running_with_the_puppies_out]), scene doing so seen by jogger: 
<Dirtiness>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Willpower>+1, <Risky>+1, <Lust>+1, <Happiness>+1, <Curiosity>+1

Forgotten Garden with Cassius

this scene (beyond just arriving at the garden) requires the Prometheus patch, otherwise skip to next scene:
Does Myriam stop Cassius?

• "And he must have missed his mistress..."  ֍֍
[ch4_letting_cassius_taste_the_forbidden_fruit]
Cassius licks Myriam's pussy
Cassius+2, <Lust>+1, <Bestiality>+2, <Oral>+1
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Does Myriam fool around some more?
◦ "Oh! And why not..." ֍֍

[ch4_letting_cassius_fuck_the_forbidden_fruit]
Sex with Cassius
Cassius+3, <Bestiality>+2, <Big Dick>+1, <Creampie>+1

◦ "No, we better go home before it gets dark..."
Cassius-1, go to next scene

• "I better run home now and take a shower..."
Cassius-1, go to next scene

Hot Bath back home

Story progress(hot tub & wine): <Sadness>-1

Depending on previous choices with Marc, he might join Myriam: 
• [ch4_let_marc_join_you_for_sex_during_the_night]: ֍

[ch4_marcs_whore_again]
Sex (bj, anal) in the bath with dominant Marc
Marc+3, <Submissiveness>+3, <Oral>+1, <Deepthroat>+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Cum>+2, <Lust>+2, 
<Anal>+1, <Rough>+1, <Creampie>+2

• [ch4_let_marc_join_you_during_the_night]: ֍
[ch4_training_marc]
Affectionate, teaching/dominant sex with Marc
Marc+3, <Dominance>+3, <Lust>+1, <Oral>+1, <Lust>+1, <Cum>+1

• otherwise Myriam has a bath alone
<Sadness>-1

The next dialogue loop breaks the 4th wall a bit, the player can force Myriam to stay in the bath longer and 
longer - and the longer you do, the more direct and annoyed her complaints will be. No special reward for 
doing so the max number of times, but a variable is set, so who knows what might happen in the future...

Does Myriam finally get out of the bath?
• "Yeah! Really time to get out, it's not funny anymore!"
• "Maybe just one more minute..."  (can be repeated 120 times) ֍֍

<Easter>+1 
with <Easter> 120+:
Does Myriam really finally get out of the bath?
◦ "Nope!" 

Note: this surprisingly is not the direct answer to this question, but to her dialogue before: she 
will get out with this)

◦ "Dare!" ֍֍
[ch4_lazing_in_the_bath_more_than_two_hours], [ch4_full_bath_loop_easter_egg]

Reset <Easter> to 0
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Next morning at home

Story progress(enjoying the morning): <Happiness>+1, <Sadness>-1

Depending on previous choices: 
• [ch2_social_work_tough_youth] (already accepted the job regarding problematic youths):

[ch4_social_work_tough_youth_taken_the_job] ֍֍
Lucy+1

• otherwise get another chance to accept:
Does Myriam take the volunteer job?
◦  "No, really it's not for me..."

<Willpower>+1
◦ "If it helps her..."

[ch4_social_work_tough_youth_taken_the_job]
<Lucy>+1

 
Story progress(coffee with Eve): Evelyn+2, Francis+2, <Happiness>+1 

if Myriam is not Flints muse [ch3_flints_muse], skip next scene and continue with Gym Workout

Photoshoot with Flint

Only happens if Myriam is Flints muse [ch3_flints_muse], otherwise skip to Gym 

Important: Hard save here! You cannot do both the Photoshoot and the Gym, and its unclear whether 
choosing one over the other blocks parts of the story. Skipping the Photoshoot sets a tag that suggests it 
might still be done at a later time. So for now i would suggest to try the photoshoot, then reload and check 
out the Gym since its vastly more complex. But keep that save...

Does Myriam wait sometime before knocking?
• "Well, we'll see..."

<Dominance>+1
Does Myriam get in?
◦ "God! I think I better wait outside..."

[ch4_heard_the_voices_inside], [ch4_waiting_outside_flints]
<Lust>-1

◦ "God! I should be waiting outside, but..."
<Lust>+2
if [ch3_curious_about_the_porn_life] additional <Curiosity>+1
Myriam watches porn shoot of 4 old men with Kyra
How does Myriam feel about the shoot?
▪ "This was so hot!"

<Lust>+1
▪ "This was so fascinating!"

<Dirtiness>+1
▪ "This was so weird!"
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<Dirtiness>-1
Story progress (talking with Kyra) <Willpower>+1, <Flint>+1

• "Maybe I should wait for now..."
[ch4_waiting_outside_flints]
<Dominance>-1

• "Maybe I should postponed..." ֍֍ 
[ch4_postponing_flints_photoshoot]
Flint-1, <Willpower>-1, skip this scene and get the Gym Workout instead

Story progress (getting changed): <Risky>+1

Does Myriam pursue the ideas?
• "Yeah! I'll just ask Flint..."

[ch4_asking_flint_for_the_selfies]
<Risky>+1

• "No, better not..."
<Risky>-1

Story progress (photoshoot): Flint+4, <Dominance>+1, <Sadness>-2, <Happiness>+2, <Lust>+2, <Risky>+1, 
<Exhibitionist>+1
if Myriam asked for selfies [ch4_asking_flint_for_the_selfies]: extra Flint+2

Is Myriam ready for an outdoor shoot?
• "Yeah! I would love it..."

[ch4_say_yes_for_an_outdoor_shoot]
<Risky>+1

• "I don't know..."
<Risky>-1

Story progress (ending the photoshoot): Flint+1, <Happiness>+1

Does Myriam let Flint use the pictures?
• "Why not!"

[ch4_accepted_that_flint_use_all_pictures]
Flint+1, <Risky>+2

• "Maybe not all of them..."
[ch4_accepted_that_flint_use_some_pictures]
<Risky>+1

• "I don't know..."
<Risky>-1

Gym

Only happens if Myriam didn't go to Flints Photoshoot at all or if she got cold feet (left at earliest 
opportunity). Depending on Myriams decisions, this can either lead to a hot sex scene with Max or with to a
shower 4-some with a trio of youths (or no sex).  
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Gym: Workout

Does Myriam still goes in?
• "I can still ask at least..." ֍֍

[ch4_going_into_the_gym_in_gym_underwear]
<Risky>+1

• "No, they probably have a dress code..."
<Risky>-1, skips the rest of the Gym scenes

Story progress (training): Max+1

What does Myriam do?
• "Well, they can enjoy the show..." requires <Exhibitionist> 40+ or <Lust> 75+ ֍

[ch4_accepting_the_trios_leering]
<Exhibitionist>+1

• "Just ignore them..."
<Willpower>+1

• "I can't judge them..."
[ch4_accepting_the_trios_leering]
<Submissiveness>+1

• "Better stop here..."
<Lust>-1

• "That's enough..." ֍
[ch4_decide_to_stop_the_trio]
<Dominance>+1

Does Myriam intervene or let Max handle it?
• "I can't let them get thrown out..." requires [ch4_decide_to_stop_the_trio] ֍

[ch4_stopping_max]
Max+1, <Trust>+1
Does Myriam accept their offer?
◦ "Oh! And why not..." ֍

[ch4_trainspotting_trio_teasing]
<Risky>+1
Continue with Gym: Training with the Trio

◦ "That's nice of them to offer..."
[ch4_trainspotting_trio]
<Trust>+1
Continue with Gym: Training with the Trio

◦ "They're sweet, but..."
<Risky>-1
Continue with Gym: Training with Max

• "I think that's a good lesson..." requires [ch4_accepting_the_trios_leering] ֍
[ch4_letting_max_do_his_job]
Max+1, <Lust>-1
Continue with Gym: Training with Max
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Gym: Training with the Trio

Slight changes depending on how Myriam accepted training with the trio: 
• if she was teasing them [ch4_trainspotting_trio_teasing]:

<Exhibitionist>+1, <Dirtiness>+1, <Trust>+1
• or just accepted their help [ch4_trainspotting_trio]:

<Trust>+3

How does Myriam react?
• "They're getting a little handsy..."

[ch4_stop_the_trio]
<Trust>-1

• "Well, that feels pretty nice..." ֍
[ch4_trio_massage]
<Trust>+1

Continue with Gym: Shower

Gym: Training with Max

Story progress (hot massage with Max): Max+2, <Trust>+1, <Exhibitionist>+1, <Lust>+1, 

How does Myriam react?
• "Let's just ignore it..."

<Trust>+1
Continue with Gym: Shower

• "God! Now I can't stop thinking about it..." ֍
[ch4_giving_max_some_relief]
Blowjob for Max, followed by Max going down on Myriam
Max+5, <Lust>+1, <Big Dick>+2, <Oral>+2, <Lust>+2, <Deepthroat>+1, <Cum>+1, <Dirtiness>+1
Does Myriam wants some more?
◦ "Wait! I think my pussy need some more..." ֍

[ch4_taking_some_big_hard_cock_at_the_gym]
Rough sex with Max
Max+1, <Willpower>-1, <Lust>+2, <Big Dick>+2, <Vanilla>+1, <Rough>+1

◦ "Yes, I will..."
<Willpower>+1

Gym: Shower

If Myriam didn't accept the Trios massage earlier by throwing them out or cutting things short 
[ch4_trio_massage], the scene ends with a nice simple shower: 
<Sadness>-1, <Happiness>+1, skip the rest of this scene

If Myriam did accept however [ch4_trio_massage], things might get hot:
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How does Myriam react to the situation?
• "It's my own damn fault, may-maybe I could..." ֍

[ch4_thinking_of_getting_the_trio_off]
<Submissiveness>+1 

• "It's my fault, I've got to apologize at least..."
<Trust>+1

• "I'm sorry for them but I can't just..."
[ch4_thinking_of_hushing_the_trio_off] (disables choice leading to sex)
<Willpower>+1

How does Myriam react?
• "I can't let them get caught..." requires [ch4_thinking_of_hushing_the_trio_off] ֍

[ch4_invited_the_trio_in_the_shower]
<Trust>+1

• "They should go quick..."
<Trust>-1, <Dominance>+1, <Happiness>+1, <Sadness>-1
Shower alone, skip rest of scene

if Myriams <Trust> is 45+, she automatically waits with the trio, otherwise she can decide:
What does Myriam do?

• "It's now or never!"
[ch4_got_the_trio_out_without_release]
<Trust>-1, <Willpower>+1, <Happiness>+1, <Sadness>-1
Shower alone, skip rest of scene

• "Let's just wait him out!" ֍
<Trust>+1

 
Does Myriam give the trio a helping hand?

• "I could at least let them rub one out..." ֍
[ch4_butt_offering_to_the_trio]
Bukkake and anal sex with the trio
<Submissiveness>+2, <Dirtiness>+2, <Exhibitionist>+3, <Lust>+4,  <Willpower>-1, <Anal>+1, 
<Group>+1
Does Myriam stop him from cumming inside?
◦ "Wait! Not inside..." requires <Cum> 75+

[ch4_trio_came_on_her_face]
<Cum>+4, <Dirtiness>+1, <Happiness>+1, <Sadness>-1

◦ "God! He's going to fill my ass..." ֍
[ch4_trio_came_in_her_ass]
<Creampie>+4, <Dirtiness>+1, <Happiness>+1, <Sadness>-1

• "No! I feel guilty about all this but..." requires [ch4_thinking_of_getting_the_trio_off]
[ch4_got_the_trio_out_without_release]
<Willpower>+1, <Happiness>+1, <Sadness>-1

End of update 4.5
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